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Introduction

The conference was convened by Princeton University, with a grant from

the U.S Office of Education, to consider the best ways to impart to college

and high school students a knowledge of foreign areas and cultures appro.

priate for our times. Although the conference considered, to some extent,

foreign cultures in general, the discussions, recommendations and the back-

ground papers are particularly relevant to the so-called "critical" or

"neglected" languages and areas. The participants reviewed successful

programs, made recommendations for increasing they effectiveness, and

urged the inauguration of new programs and approaches. These suggestions

are Given in the "Summary and Recommendations," which follow. Some of them,

notably those concerning the university area centers, the colleges, the

secondary and elementary schools, are now before the Congress as a result

of the President's message of February 2, 1966, end of bills introduced

subsequentl;r.

Five papers, reproduced in this supplementt fcrmed the basis of the

discussion. The papers by Morehouse and Me linger describe and evaluate

present area.language programs in the colleges and secondary schools. The

paper by Spector analyzes experience in relating secondary school to

university programs. Beckmann discusses the curricular issues raised by

these programs, and Morse weighs their general educational advantages.

The recommendations of the conference are somewhat broad, but the

reader will find in the papers the kind of specific description and assessment

that will be most helpful in enabling him tomtits up his own mind as to how



far area-language programs have developed and where they ought to go-from

this point. The ideal methods, curriculum and organization have not yet

been found, but some successful programs in a few colleges and universities

have indicated w general pattern of high quality: (1) the combination of

the social sciences and the humanities; (2) intensive language teaching

with clear goals and methods; (3) first hand contact by teachers and students

with the area and language under study; (4) institutional cooperaLon to

gain broader coverage or deeper penetration; (5) effective texts and other

teaching materials, and appropriate library and laboratory facilities.

It is doubtful that all institutions can reach such a level, but some

came very close to it, and many more can do so in cooperation. With the

increasing interest of the federal and a few state governments and some

foundations, the problem of financing will probably not be the main one;

to a greater extent as we go along, the problem of the universities,

colleges and schools will be to find the intellectual and administrative

talent to match the interest of the ccelmunity as el whole.

The conference was fortunate in its writers of papers and participants,

and in having the hospitality of this journal to make its proceedings

available to a wide and interested public.

Morroe Berger

Director of the Conference
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ElsAmund Recommendations of the Conference

I. Foreign language and area studies have an important part to play

in the general,e higher, and professional education of American students.



Although substantial progress has been made, especially since World War

only a small portion of the educational potential of such studies has been

realized in the colleges and high schools,

Recommendations: (1) At all levels, the emphasis in developing

language and area instruction should be on quality programs, if

necessary of limited scope, rather than on, coverage for its own sake.

(2) Support should be given, through the cooperatiqn of the

federal and state governments, private foundations, universities,

private and public schools, and professional language and area

associations, to the systematic development of study and teach..

ing aids and to their wide dissemination for use in the colleges

and secondary schools. Bibliographies, library acquisiti_ guides,

model curricular programs, textbooks and other study materials

currently available should be evaluated, supplemented, and expanded.

II. Some colleges and universities may lag in developing language and

area studies. In some cases, this may stem from a failure to perceive their

educational importance, but the shortages of qualified staff and of library

resources pose formidable barriers even where the value of such studies is

recognized.

Recommendations: (1) All institutions should be encouraged to

develop at least representative offerings in one area .language

caibination. (2) In the interim, however, it would be advantageous

to creat a nation wide network of cooperative programs, each serving

several colleges, and to expand programs under which students, for

one or two undergraduate years, transfer to institutions where ad.

vaned courses are available. Intensive summer study opportunities

for undergraduates should also be further developed. (3) The mode

of introduction of area courses will vary with the educational aims

and resources of the particular institution. Some maybe able to
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introduce specialized courses on certain areas, others may infuse

existing courses with sections on foreign areas, and still others may

find it useful to adopt both approaches. In all cases, the colleges

should regularly examine their curricula to determine whether they

are doing justice to the achievements and importance of cultures

other than our own and its antecedents. (4) The development of new

currimla and the anticipated increase in qualified teachers should

be accompanied by adequate teaching aids and the ample stocking of

libraries at all levels.

III. Historically, language and area studies have first been developed

at the professional graduate centers. This development should be extended

and strengthened. Language and area studies, however, should not be limited

to the "elitist" education of relatively limited segments of the student

population, for such studies have important implications for the growth of

self -amareness and citizenship and are adaptable to a wide variety of

educational purposes.

Recommendations: (1) While the graduate centers necessarily and

appropriately wi..11 continue to occupy the central place in providing

expertise, guidance, and resources, the special requirements of

college and secondary school curricula (especially where language and

area studies are to be part of general education) dictate the early

and full involvement of college and secondary school teachers in

future developmental efforts. They should be not merely consulted,

but must be expected to play an originating role as well.. (2) A

conference bringing together university language and area special-

ists and college and secondary serwol teachers and administrators

concerned with language and area studies should be convened so that

university sitialists mar become more familiar with the special

needs of teaching programs, and so that teachers nal' make clear to

the specialists the needs of students at and below the college level.
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IV. Early training in appropriate languages, beginning in elementary

school, appears to be feasible and is to be encouraged as resources allow.

Recommendations: (1) such early training is preferably under.

taken as part of a continuing sequence of language learning;

token exposure that is not consistently re-enforced and built

upon may be wasteful. Language training is also recognized as

having general educational value, for early competence in a for-

eign language arouses interest in a foreign culture for its own

sake and in human terms.

V. The educational, values of language and area studies are best

realized, at all levels, where these studies are incorporated as parts

of a more general comparative and inter-disciplinary approach to the com-

prehension of societies and cultures in their international setting.

Accordingly, no single disciplinary approach is adequate.

Recommendations: (1) The humanities and the social sciences are

mutually supporting approaches to language and area studies; they

should be explored and encouraged. (2) The methods of introducing

language and area studiep in colleges and secondary schools (and

even in elementary schools) should take due account of their useful-

ness as broadening and humanizing experiences for the student. (3)

The successful curriculum reformefor secondary schools recently

undertaken in mathematics and the sciences should encourage a

thorough examination of methods fin language and area instruction

to determine what improvements might be appropriate.

VI. Voluntary experimental programs have shown that students display

considerable receptiveaess to and capacity for learning the "difficult"

languages on the pre-college levels. Among the moat suoL;essful models are

area centers that provide extra-curricular_ opportunities for local high

school students to attend college-level classes.
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Recommendations: (1) Existing and successful programs, including

those now privately or volunarily arranged by university area

and language centers, should be given immediate assistance, if it

is necessary and desired, to maintain current work and to expand.

They are important not only for their current contributions, but

as models for other programs. Their experience also suggests that

one of the most effective interim ways of extending langtxige and area

instruction to the secondary schools on a co curricular or extra-

curricular basis is for such university centers to service several

schools in the surrounding communities. The expense of such arrange-

ments, particularly when they involve private universities, requires

outside support. Arrangements of this kind should also include

provision fog ,exceptionally qualified and talented secondary school

students to enroll directly in college language courses where

possible.

VII. There is a *portage of qualified teachers of area studies and

languages in the colleges and secondary schools. Support by the federal

government and foundations has improved the situation in the colleges, but

the secondary schools have thus far been given inadequate attention.

Recommendations: (1) All available resources should be used to

encourage an increase in high-quality language and area offelings

in colleges and universities that train significant numbers of

teachers. (2) Such institutions should arrange cooperative pro-

grams with universities having well-developed language and area

resources, either on a state or a national level, in order that

especially well qualified and motivated students may take advanced

work that is not available at their home institutions. (3) Far-

reaching measures are justified, in view of the shortage of qualified

teachers, to encourage young people to choose secondary and ele-

mentary school language teaching as a career. Special undergraduate
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sebol io and other forms of financia aid should include

strong incentive features for those plannibg such careers. (4)

A far-reaching in.service program of summer institutes and academic

year enrollment is recommend, with emphasis on 40;:er.disciplinary

approaches, for the training and re- training of seconders anl

elementary school teachers. Such programs, alresiy available to

college teachers from institutions that wish to use their own

staff to inangurate area and language studies, should be expanded.

(5) University language and area centers should be encouraged to

participate on an experimental and demonstration basis directly

in the colleges and schools,

VIII. Firsthand contact with relevant foreign cultures is indispensable

as a means of increasing motivation and of improving professional competence.

Recommendations: (1) It systematic effort should be undertaken

to provide overseas experience for prospective and in- service

language and area, teachers on all levels, both during summers and

the academic year. The overseas work should be under appropriate

supervision, and may take one of several forms, including enroll.

meat at foreign universities, U.S..sponsored overseas study pro-

grams, exchange teaching programs, and the like. However, overseas

experience should be regarded as supplementary to, and closely

integrated with, prior formal training in the United States.

(2) On a smaller scale, overseas experience for selected college

and secondary school students is recommended*

IX. The traditional barriers between curricular, e -curricular, and

co .curricular education hinder progress in language and area studies. Suc.

cessful programs show that some of the strongest sources of early motivation

and sustained interest among students are often to be found outside the

classroom setting, especially in the secondary schools.



Recommendations: (1) Programs in which visiting foreigners re.
side at en institution for a period of months or for an academic

year appear to have great promise in arousing student interest

in colleges and secondary schools, for they foster personal contact

with foreign languages and cultures treat supplements curricular

offerings or may provide a substitute in establisning early aware-

ness when curricular facilities are not yet available Support

for such programs of visits, either on art exchange or tililateral

basis, is recommended on a substantial experimental scale. The

program should by no means be restricted to professional teachers,

but ma4rencompass foreign scholars, artists and others.

Prepared by Allen Kassof

Rapporteur of he Conference
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Technolooviricialismarmics

In a thoughtful series of lectures, Sir Eric Ashby has

traced the checkered course of events which ultimately led to

the penetration of the English university curriculum by the

natural sciences. The degree of obduracy displayed by the

classicists who dominated the faculties of Oxford and Cambridge

throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries now appears..

with the benefit of hindsight..ostrich like and at times

simply pig- .headed. But it was nonetheless real and earnest at

the time-.so much so that virtually all of the major advances

in scientific knowledge which occurred in Great Britain until

well into the nineteenth century took place outside of the

universities because of their vigorous lack of hospitality to

scientific endeavor within their walls. Sir Eric describes the

essence of the situation in those words:



pole of this kai eie is not to pass judgment
on early Victorian Oxford bridge, still lees to
pass ju ont on the merits of classical versus a
scientific education. It is pimp to establish the fact
that scientific thought...the foundations of modern physics
and chemistry (those of biology were still to be laid by
Darwin) , and which had caught the imagination of the
general public (even of artisans, who crowded to Anderson's
lenti.togal lectures...), had scarcely influenced the
universities of England. The scientific revolution, had
occurred not through, but in spite of, the English, uni
versities.1

Viewed within the larger context of Western intellectual

history, attempts to challenge the academic provincialism of

American colleges and universities in the second half of the

twentieth century offer a number of parallels with the earlier

struggles of the natural scientist to gain not just a foothold

but a place in the sun bearing some meaningful relationship of

the natural sciences to the total universe of knowledge in

English universities throughout the nineteenth century. These

parallels are, in an immediate sense, painfully evident to those

who are committed to the proposition that the proper concern of

teaching and scholarship in our colleges and universities is the

multiplicity of human experience and accomplishment and not just

one of its major varieties, albeit a very important and signifi-

cant one.

But in an ultimate sense, the parallels *re grounds for

optimism. In the last analysis, the natural scionues have

achieved their rightful place in the academic firmament. (Indeed,

in some parts of the world and in certain kinds of educational

contexts, advocates of the humanistic and social science disci-

plines would feel that the natural sciences have over-reached

iSir Eric Ashby, TechiologY and the Academics, London: Macmillan,
1959. p.13.
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themselves.) So too win the intellectual validity of the

proposition that the world is round...not only geographically

but also cultura14 and historicallymprevail in boric= col

loges and universities.

2111.21422045LEIedliat

It it, the thuds of this discussion that while much has been

accomplished within the past several decades, the struggle has

hardly begun if anything like the ultimate resolution achieved

by the natural scientists in Etiglidh universities is to come

to rasa in opportunities for the study of the world beyond

Europe in American colleges and universities. In many respects,

the record thus far presents a pattern not unlike that found in

Soviet steel statistics. The growth of interest within the past

couple of decades in the study of areas of the world and cultural

traditions outside the perimeters of our largely Western civili.

nation is impressive -.woven it is measured in percentage terms.

But this interest becovils minor to the point of insignificance

if it is calculated in absolute terms in relation to the total

magnitude of the American academic effort in all fields of the

social sciences and humanities.

There is a substantial and growing literature on the

general subject of area and language studies in American higher

education, and several important studies on the current status

of matters which will be explored further in the paragraphs

following have recently appeared. A bibliographymawhich is by

no means okhaustivemmhas been compiled by lawn Legters and his



colleagues at the U. 3* Office of Education on language and

area studies in American education, conta r i over 500 items.2

And within the pact tour or five years at least half a dozen

significant studies and surveys of the present condition of

opportunities and resources for the stu4y of the world beyoui

Europe have 2ppeared33

Because of the existence of these numerous examinationc

of the current situation, the present discussion will concentrate

not on describing what hale boon done but rather in attempting

to identify persisting problems and suggesting what should be

undertaken in the future.

But before turning to an exploration of problems and future

needs, it would be well to identify a recurring theme in past

studies and surveys which helps to define the magnitude of the

01.1111111011MEMONMWIMOSMONISOMIMINO

Arrangetnents are now being made to issue this bibliography as a*title in the .2ccasiot s df*the--Foreign*Area
Materials Center, State Education Department, University of the
State of New York (1790 Etvedway, New York, N. Y.).

3For example: The Universi amclior311 Affairs, New York: The Ford
Fourdatton, 19M(stra bry uca ion World Affairs, 522
Fifth Ave., New York, N. I.); The Collo e and World Affairs, New
York: Education and World Affairs, 1 r, Larry Hoses, comp.,

e arWmarArest SAidy_Projnesin American Universities,
Washington: Department of State:

e Liberal Arts Collo et Washington: Association of American
Howard E. and Florence H. Wilso14 American er

orld Affairs, Washington: American Counci on
Education, 1 3;"lon=r:Bigelow and Arun Legters, eds., The
ari.Western,Liorld Educatiati, Ito of the 'aerie
Academy of Political and Social Science, November, 1 Percy W.
Bidwell, Ltider:4 =du ate...tion in ion Aff4m, New York:
King's Crown Press, 1962; ed., A tudpos in
Liberal Arts Colleges, Washington: Assoc:144ton can
Colleges, 1961.



task ahead of us. ws over a des

the former executive director of the

Learned Societies, gluiky concluded tha

o* &Altar Graves,

can Council of

far the largest

proportion of Americans who graduate from institutions of

higher learning do so without ever meting a civilisation

patterned differently from their own. "4

In the late 1191 t s. John Thonpson and Robert Burns

found a similar situation in the state of Indiana where,

according to their estimates, "only a small proportion of the

student body is exposed to nonwestern areas ...areas which

collectively contain most of mankind and have ty all odds ex-

perienced most of human history.3

A similar conclusion was reached by Percy Bidwell in

his study oats Education 11' irs.
In general, the chances are rather small that the

runwof-the.taine undergraduate will bacons better
acquainted, kora courses, with the history, the
politics, pr the socialTani cultural life of foreign
countries.°

More recent studies of the problem have likewise

emphasised the very limited success which has thus far been

achieved in integrating the study of other peoples and

cultures into the mainstream of undergraduate education in our

twortimer Graves A Ne 1 atio
Problem, Washin;ton: American Council of Learned Societies,
reprinted 1952, p.)..

hobert P. Byrnes ed., The. Non4iestern Areks in Undergraduate
Edue tio in Ind , 13locmingtons Indiana University Publi
catons Sla c and East Europe Series, Vol. XV.) p.8.

6Bidwell P.8.
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colleges and universities. Thus, the Committee on the College

and World Affairs concluded that:

It *mull be difficult to overestimate the far.
reaching implications of the shift in the locus of
world power and responsibility that has thrust the
United States into the thinly populated center of
world affairs....

It is trite to observe, two decades after the
beginnings of this shift, that both power and
responsibility came to the United States before either
the government or the people were prepared for it.
They had neither the knowledge, the outlook, the
skills, nor the understanding required. Unfortunately,
this condition still persists even after twenty years.
It is this continuing lack of preparation for world
leadership that poses a serious challenge to education.?

And the Association of American Colleges survey of non.

Western studies in liberal arts colleges found that:

Were the figures yielded by our survey to be compared
with all courses offered, all faculty activity and
total student population in liberal arts colleges,
irreould be seen that non Western studies are as yet
playing only a minor part of the life of these
colleges. Aside from any such comparison, the difficulty
of evaluating the present situation forbids self.
complacency. At most, the college effort in non.Weskern
studies can be said to represent &modest beginning.°

;the Doc.......EtrinelallktiALALnificem

The single most important and fundamental problem con-

fronting those who seek to strengthen opportunities for

the study of traditionally "neglected" areas of the world

in American colleges and universities is the intellectual and

professional commitment of the vast majority of faculty

ttSca. Affairs, 92,1. cit.. pp. 3
8 11121.41estern Studies in Liberal Arts Colleges, 22. cit., p. 47.
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members in these institutionsweat least in the social sciences

and humanities-=to the self-sufficiency of the Western

tradition and its contemporary development on the North

American continent. Putting the matter more bluntly, most

faculty members in American colleges and universities simply

do not consider the study or areas of the world and traditions

outside the perimeters of Western civilization very important..

and certainly not as important as the study of Western civili-

sation and the problems of American society*

George Orwell in wall Fara offers an engaging and

somewhat whimsical definition of equality as it emerged in

the community which he was describing: 1%11 animals are

equal, but some animals are more equal than others. "9

Wending the-analogy to the problems under discussion leads

to the formulation of the doctrine of relative significance:

All knowledge is significant but acme kinds of knowledge are

more significant than others.

The difficulties of establishing intellectually acceptable

criteria of relative significance, however, are formidable,

as these passages from an exchange of correspondence published

in the Newsletter, of the American. Council of Learned Societies

amply demonstrate. Professor Eugene Rice of Cornell starts off

the exchange in the September 1961 issue by observing that

'George Orwell, &awl ziga, New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1946,
p. 3,12.
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freshman courses at Cornell are traditionally- -and properly,

in his view..Western and that:

...the undoubted practical value and civic usefulness
of elementary Burmese should not be allowed to obscure
the far greater cultural value of French nor the
vocational knowledge of African cultural pattern#A the
civilizing knowledge of the Italian Renaissance."

His colleague on the Cornell faculty and a scholar in

Japanese studies, Robert Smith responds in the December, 1961.

issue thus:

It is useful to have occasional reminders of the
myopia of our colleagues, I suppose but I find this
singularly provincial sentiment entirely out of place.

Burmese is not culturally the equal of French. I take
it. Does this suggest that Chinese. Japanese, and
Sanskrit are also to be relegated to the limbo of lesser
languages t,*, be acquired merely for their civic utility?
Those so unfamiliar with the massive accomplishments
of these literatures as to imagine them to represent an
achievement secondary to the French are, I feel, to be
urged to look to the insufficiencies of their own
educational attainments,

African cultural patterns may, we are informed, be
vocationally of the moment, but a knowledge of the Italian
Renaissance is civilizing. Presuab:kr, then, other non
Western cultural developments are somehow less civilized
than those of our own heritage. Surely Sung China, Heian
Japan, and Indials Vedic period are accomplishments
worthy of the respect of Western man, and I should have
thought of obvious civilizing potential. Ignorance of
them is as serious a fault as condescension.11

In a rejoinder in the same issue, Professor Rice compounds

his felony by offering this rebuttal to his colleague.

It is embarrassing to be reminded in public that
scholars may legitimately study anything. I had hitherto
Assumed that every scholar took this for granted On

Newsletter of the American Council of Learned Societies,
.September, 1961, p. 7.
411211,, December, 1961, p. 16.
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the other hand, undergraduates are normally not scholars
in this sense; and the mbject of undergraduate instruction
is not the advancement of knowledge, but its selective
propagation by scholars who do advance knowledge. At
issue are the judgments of value by which this selection
is made...

ltrposition is briefly this: On the one hand, that the
language, history and civilization of China or Japan are
useful, legitimate and enriching subjects of undergraduate
instruction; on the other, that what we eartrAle.nly call
Western" civilization is a far more enriching subject of
instruction; that, consequently, Western literature, science,
history, and art should be the principal plibjects of the
undergraduate curriculum. A department of Fine Arts should
feel deprived if it cannot offer a comma on Chinese
painting, but the deprivation would be far greater if
it failed to offer a course on Italian painting from
Giotto to Tintoretto. A good history department should
offer Chinese history, but it would be misguided if it
did not continue to make Western history from the Greeks
to the end of the nineteenth century the core of its
instruction. Universities offerinny more courses on
English. Spanish, German, French, Italian and Russian
literature than on Chinese. Japanese and Indian. This
reflects the greater richness of Western literary in..
heritance and not merely obtuse "ethnocentrism". A
department emetic does not sin mortally by failing to
offer instruction in the history of Asian music. It would
betray its function entirely if it omitted Bach or Mozart.32

And finally, in a comment on all of the preceeding exchange,

Professor G. 11. Wickens. Chairman of the Department of Islamic

Studies at the University of Toronto, suggests in the January,

1962, issue that:

It is a natural human reaction to regard one's immediate
experience, whether personal, social, national, or
historical, as of ultimate and_ unique significance. At
least part of the academic function is to resist such a
reaction, and this is a basic reason why universities should
always be to some extent at odds with the society around
them. if this pr:vonition be accepted (and it certainly will
not be by all North American educators,) one cannot but

litsr72---reer ;T
pp.

the American Council of Learned Societies,



question Professor Rice's statement that "what we commonly
call 'Western' civilization is a far more enrichim sub.
ject of instruct! ,1"..especially since his comparison here
is not with his plAended targets (Burmese, Quechua and
the rest), but with the magisterial civilisations of the
Far East. How does Professor Rice feel able to make his
judgments? Is he equally well versed in both groups of
languages, histories and cultures? And even if he were,
would such a judgment tonne legitimate and meaningful
academic exercise?

Am* civilization, whatever its origins in time and
space, is potentially worthy of first class citizenship
in the humane polity, provided it can satisfy the require.
anent of having made substantial and available contributions
to literatuie art, and thought: That we in the West
are usually not yet prepared to grant such citizenship
(even on a trial basis) reflects, however excusably,
only on ourselves.13

The argument here is not whether the study of other tra.

ditions and societies is as important in terms of the ultimate

purposes of undergraduate liberal education as our own. It

clearly is not. But it does not follow that the study of the

world beyond Europe should be excluded -..not from the curriculum

(for it is obviously there) but from the mainstream of academic

experience of the American undergraduate (where it certainly

is not). And the intellectual condescension, if not arrogance,

of those who would relegate studies of cultures and societies

other than our own to a lesser limbo remains the single most

substantial obstacle to eradicating the basis for Mortimer

Graves' gloomy observation of more than a decade ago.

The CUrriculum

The practical consequences of the intellectual

m........2;;;gemlarlim, American Council of Learned Societies,Jam. 1962, pa.



considerations discussed --agr ..- found

in the formal curriculum in the American college. The glacial

qualities of the college curriculum have been often enough

underscored not to require elaboration here. In many ways

the prior question-04*st least to the degree that in ark given

institution the faculty control the curriculumwis the range

of intellectual and professional interests to be found in the

!amity. The "problem" of the curriculum wi:l..*over the long

rms.-solve itself as the spectrum of faculty interests changes.

But this does not mean that efforts should not be made

to press for changes in the formal" curriculamtv And one of the

questions which immediately arisli is whether primary reliance

should be placed on souicaned "area studies 'cutting across

several disciplinary lines or "infusion" vf materials drawn

from historical and contemporary contexts outside of Western

civilization into established courses in the diseiplines.

These are not, as should -be obvious on a,moment is

reflection, mutually exclusive alternatives, and the answer is

clearly that both should be encouraged. The argument for the

former is simply that any historical tradition or contemporary

society exists as a totality and not a series of arbitrary

compartments reflecting the established academic disciplines.

It is relatively easier for the American student to identify

relationships between the several compartments which be studies

in disciplineaoriented courses dealing with his own society

eM tradition and far more difficult for him to perform this
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another civilisation of world significance in its histories

development and of contemporary importance.,in its tot4lity,

"Infusion" of the academic disciplines..resulting in

cafeteria.st le introduction to the world beyond gUrope..is

not enough*

But it should be immediately added that every effort needs

to be made to broaden the spectrum of interest in the principal

disciplines in the social sciences and humanities beyond a pre.

occupation with-soae particular aspect of Western civilization.

This is one way of making the disciplines more honest and less

susceptible to the intellectual fraud which has been a not um»

known phenomenon in times past when "universal" laws had been

advanced on the basis of evidence derived from only one of the

major civilizations of the world.

As the disciplines in the social sciences and humanities

broaden their range of concern..a process which has clearly

already begun..the process of "infusion" in the formal

ourricllum will come naturally because it will seem intellectually

relevant to those faculty members who are involved in giving

expression to it in their own teaching. Any effort to broaden

opportunity for the stir of the world beyond gUropemust,



therefore, be fir4y rooted in the *mimic disciples as we11.14

iiicentau
The factultor renal= the key to toy di

the provincialism which so pervasively afflicts American

higher education. If lack of taoult interest is the major

inhibition to expansion of opportunities in the fore cuxrLcu o

ban, lack of faculty ecapetence is the principal limitation on

exploiting affeetivelor whatever opportunities now exist.

To be sure, as the disciplines themselves chars

character and the conventional limits of graduate tie ainIng are

broadened to include the study of other civilisations, the

problems which presently confront non.European studies in the

colleges will be significantly redueed. But the task of en.

larging °capstone* by providing opportunities for mating

faculty will always be with us.

Those who take what might be regarded as the "purist"

approach in the matter of faculty training miss the point. It

is unquestionably true that a higher order of competence is

achieved if a faculty member, in his graduate preparation for

teaching, embarks upon a program of area and discipline train.

ing with acquisition of the relevant linguistic skills. lb* sad

e m2gq`rniinerin which so.called non.Itestern studies are affecting
the academic disciplines is described in several contributions
to Bigelow and Legters, gge cit. ...for example, Hilton Singer,
"The Social Sciences in NonWestern Studies," and Albert H.
Marakeardt, "The Humanities and Non-Western Studies."
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be required if there is reed sign it ant a cpansi on

of interest in the colleges. In some fields, the number of

persons trained is barely sufficient to keep the major graduate

centers themselves adequately staffed and provide a small

surplus" for deployment to it few of the or universities

which are not necessarily centers of graduate training and

research in area studies. And even when an individual with the

kind of graduate training just described does venture into

undergraduate teaching he rarely ateys very long because of

the unsatisfactory intellectual terms of his eruployment.

Toro major efforts are consequently required. One is a

continuing attack on the problem of intellectual and professional

isolation for the individual with adequate area training who

is teaching in a predcetinately undergraduate institution. }fore

opportunities for research in the field. access to library re.

sources relevant to his research interests (which are almost

never available on his own campus). and continuing and more

meaningful contact with neighboring centers of advanced study

are crucial. Programs such as the New York State Faculty Scholars

in International Studies and the Great lakes Colleges Association

faculty reaearoh program are essential.far more adequately

financed and far more widely. available.

The other effort for which there is continuing need involves
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"extending" an undergraduate teacher's existing competence in

a discipline to an aspect of that discipline which, deals with

an area of the world or historical tradition outside the peri-

meters of Western civilization. Faculty seminars during the

sumer and the academic year, fellowship programs to enable an

individual to be in residence at a major center for a year or

more, and overseas opportunities of varying kinds are all

required -.in abundance. The kinds of opportunities supported

by the Ford Foundation among the Great Lakes Colleges,

Associated Colleges of the Midwest, and Southern Regional

Iducation Board, the efforts in New York State (partly supported

by the Ford Foundation and partly by public funds) and else-

where, the WA post-doctoral programs sponsored by the U. S.

Office of Education--all of these will have to be extended sub-

stantially if academic provincialism in our colleges and uni-

versities is ever to be surmounted.

,Undergraduate Lem e Study

One major need in any sustained effort to broaden American

academic concern with the rest of the world is greatly enlarged

opportunity for the study of languages in addition to those

conventionally taught Western European ones. The problems are

formidable and should not be underestimated. By all odds the

most important is the lack of a sufficient number of adequately

trained language teachers.

A significant impetus to increased opportunity for the

study of such languages in utsdervaduate institutions has been

4
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provided recently by the expansion on a far more substantial

scale of NDEA. language and area centers at the undergraduate

level. Desirable as this development is, a word of caution

should be added. As organising devices to encourage language

offerings and other aspects of academic development in new

fields of concern, language and area centers are in mazy ways

more suited to a university environment than to that of an un-

dergraduate institution. particularly smaller liberal arts

colleges. There is a real possibility of "distortion" in

terms of the prosecution of these studies as highly separate

and specialized ones with insufficient relationship to th

overriding educational purposes of the college concerned.

Care in seeing that the study of non-European languages and re

lated area studies is effectively integrated into the mainstream

of undergraduate education is required.

Whether there can be a significant expansioneven assum

ing that funds aro availablemmof the NM-supported language

and area centers at the undergraduate level is by no means cer-

tain--at least for some languages where cc apeterst faculty are

very scarce indeed. While certainly modest expansion of NM,/

centers should be sought. other alternatives do need to be

explored. Among these is the possibility of encouraging students

fro* smaller colleges to study critical languages at university

centers where they are normally off erect --as found in the Princeton

program of juniormyear study of critical languages or the much
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more modest New York State cooperative program' in undergraduate

study of neglected languages. Opportunities of this sort ob-

vious could be expanded MAW times before a significant

mmtber of students have access to opportunities for the study

of languages other than Western European ones.

Another kind of approach is reflected in an experiment

conducted by Professor Peter BoydBowman, formerly of Kalamazoo

College and now at the State University of New York at Buffalo.

The essence of the experiment is the independent study of

critical languages, using programmed materials and native

speakers under local faculty supervision and with external

examination?.5
The possibilities Which this approach offers

to undergraduate institutionsmmpariicularly in the face of

the shortage of qualified language teachers in critical lanm

guagesmmis very challenging and exciting. An effort to exm

tend BoydmBowman's experience at Kalamazoo College to a

larger nunbor of institutions is now underway in New York

and, if it is successful, it should be extended to other

parts of the country.

Under present NDBA policy for support of undergraduate

study of critical languages, the rich get richer and the poor

13teter Bopl:Malan. rimer rials ti
to to Develo

Ni..: Kalamasoo College, Sep ,
Zap tic, $n the 427440orn 'Amu:coos Nanvati or

tup 1965
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get pporer because support is limited to those students whp

have had at least one year of the language and that in effect

limits the competition to students at for the most part larger

universities where critical languages are taught. Independent

study of these languages should help to alleviate the problem

by broadening the range of institutions from which students

applying for fellowships for intensive summer language study

under MA may come.

Independent study of critical languages may also change

the pattern of work done under programs like the Princeton

junior year plan. :fore and more, students may come to

Princeton with one or two years of a critical language ac-

quired through independent study, focusing at Princeton on more

advanced levels of language work which are likely to be avail.

able only at the larger university centers. Thus it would

appear tht the need for programs like the Princeton plan will

continue for a long time into the future and are not noes'.

sexily a temporary expedient.

gtkzapoLiUesfoL._,......ertuyoStuents

A critical problem confronting the future development of

non.ftropean studies at all levels of American education in.'

valves the attraction of intellectual talent in the face of

growing ocmpetition from a variety of other quarters in American

society. This in turn implies that there will be especially

challenging opportunities for particularly able students.

One such effort is reflected in the Columbia-Cornell..

Earvardwillinoie Imtir American Simmer 713/1 Work Program for
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Undergraduate Students. This provides for a summer of

anthropological work in the fieldmmin several parts of Latin

Americampreceeded by a year of careful preparation, including

language training if that is necessary. Such opportunities

should be developed in other parts of the world and opened up

to able students from a variety of institutions.

Still another kind of opportunity for tho unusually

promising student is found in the Senior Seminar Program in

Oriental Studies at Columbia. In curricular terms, this

constitutes an effort to worlds "integration" of materials

derived from several courses in different disciplines but focused

on a common area or historical tradition. The effectiveness

of the Columbia Senior Seminars depend very much on the large

concentration of faculty resources available at Columbia as a

major center of advance training and research. While it would

be difficult for a smaller institution to organize a seminar

with these rich resources, the possibility .of developing cooperative

relationships between smaller colleges and larger neighboring

universities should be encouragedt The Columbia Senior Seminars

are already open on a limited basis to exceptionally well prepared

students from neighboring colleges in the New York metropolitan

area. This kind of pattern couldwellte duplicated *arose

the country. Title III of the new Higher Education Act may

offer, through its provisions for assistance to ''developing"

undergraduate institutions, important opportunities for the

expansion of this sort of opportunity for promising undergraduates.
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The library is the cornerstone of any academic enter-

prise. Library needs are all the greater in studies of the

world beyond Europe because of past neglect.

The single most important need is for more money with

which to buy. books. Here again. the new Higher Education Act..

under Title /I Should offer useful support and encouragement.

Colleges themselves will allocate a growing proportion of their'

library funds for this purrose as more and more of their

faculty are prepared to grant first class citizenship in the

humane polity to the study of presently neglected areas and

traditions.

After money for books comes help to the college librarian

in a great variety of ways. Bibliographical guidance and

assistance in acquisitions are clearly essential. The out -of..

print book problem- -which will only grow more severe in the

future as more and more libraries become interested in mon.

European areas of the world-...demands attention. And consideration

tion needs to be given soon to the role of non.Western European

language materials in undergraduate libraries. This is not as

fanciful as it may seem if one remembers that a couple of

decades ago almost no library outside of the major university

centers were collecting materials in Russian.

Fot virtually' all college librarians. the world beyond

Europe represent!: a ..x.irte,incognita,. Special opportunities need

to be created for the college libeariiin. The pattern of the
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week-long conference or institute organised by the Great Lakes

Colleges Association in June 1965, should be extended to other

parts of the country. (Plans are now being explored for a

second such rogram as a cooperative venture between the

Connecticut Valley Colleges and the University of the State of

New York.) In these and other efforts to work with the

professional constituency of college libraries, the recent

formation of a standing committee on library resources on

foreign area studies by the College Library Section of the

Association of College and Research Libraries is an encourag-

ing step forward. This committee shout d provide leadership in

the college library field for various undertakings to strength-

en library resources in area studies,

As demand in the colleges grows for materials for student

use on neglected areas and traditions, so will the supply of

materials. Indeed, the explosion of paperback publishing on

Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the Soviet Union in recent years

is testimony to this circumstance.16 Special efforts will have

to be made to develop certain kinds of visual materials useful.

INTiavid H. Andrews, comp., and T. H. Hinson, ed., Latin America:
LEmiscabiLsAlumbjd...cHooks, watbjqigtozu Hispanic
Foundation, Library of Congress, 1964; Cynthia T. Morehouse,
comp., Pa rbound Ice on Asia, Ann Arbor, Mich: Association
for Asian Studies, 1 3; Paul Rosenblum, comp.0 Checklist of

?bound Hooks pan Africa, Albany and New York: University
of the State of New York and African Studies Association, 1965;
Merman IL Spector, camp., Checklist of Paperbound Books on
WL3ia, Albany: University of the State of New York, 1964.
These checklists are distributed by the Foreign Area Materials
Center, 1790 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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in undergraduate teaching where these are not readily avail-

able and in other ways to see that needs for particular kinds

of materials are met. One such experimental approach is a

joint New York- California pilot project to develop educational

materials in India on Indian life and culture for use in.

American schools and colleges; if this project proves success.

ful, it should be repeated in other major areas of the world.

6112PE120111t...2aktitt

What does all of the foregoing mean -- measured in at least

approximate quantitative terms over, say, the next decade. To

attempt an answer to such a question involves identifying the

ultimate objective.

If academic provincialism in our colleges and universities

is to be effectively and decisively surmounted, we must provide

meaningful opportunities for all undergraduates to stv(y the

role of the United States in a rapidly changing revolutionary

world and to study in significant depth at least one civilize.

tion patterned differently from their own. In addition, a

significant number of students should have the opportunity

to study in some depth the language, history, and culture of

a major non .European area of the world-- leading to further

graduate training and professional careers..academic, or

othervise..in the world beyond Europe.

The problem in essence is how to achieve a critical mass

of interest on a particular campus which will be seltgenerating
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in the future and to mak) a significant impaot upon the

disciplines within the general context of American higher

education so that the study of areas of the world outs1de the

perimeters of Western civilisation will no longer be considered,

as they all too often are at present, somewhat exotic and

esoteric. A attack on these problems must be multifaceted

and certainly include the following elements: 1) "seducing"

the leadership of our colleges; 2) planning curricular change;

3) extending faculty interest and competence; 4) attracting

more trained faculty to undergraduate institutions; 5) devel-

oping library resources; and 6) enlarging opportunities for stu.

dents. It must also affect significantly the total universe of

American higher education.-some 2,000 colleges and universities.

1) Sednc leadership in the colt es. There are several

approaches to "seducing" the leadership in our colleges. In

traducing college presidents, deans, and senior faculty members

to major works in literature and thought of a non.European

tradition-..such as has been tried at the Pinebrook and Pugwash

7conferences..is certai ay one.
1

If short.term opportunities

were provided for 10,000 key college administrators and senior

faculty over the next ten years..-at $100:1-Person.41 sillion
wound 'be required.

"Guided" or planned periods of observation abroad.which

might follow the kind of opportunity contemplated in the

1111-Zrasse, "The Pinebrook Ibtperiment." Liberal. assitim.
December. 1964.
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proceeding paragraph4mmare another means of "seducing" the

leadership in the colleges. Allowing $2000 a person for this

kind of experience, 40 million would be required for 5000

individuals

A third approsch-which also offers concrete help on

problems of curriculum planning and change-4a the kind of

consulting service to undergraduate institutions recently

initiated by Education and World Affairs. At least $5 million

would be required over the next decade to underwrite this

kind of service.

2) 121...jkLE=Lc.a..4aLanrarce. If the academic disci*

plinea are to be encouraged to broaden their spectrum of in-

tweet to include more of the rest of the world, one approach

might be to establish a series of "discipline working groups"*..

composed of some of the very strongest individuals in each of

the disciplines. These and related endeavors along the lines

of same of the major curriculum reform projects in the natural

sciences should have at least $5 million over the next decade

and possib37 more.

3) ataltkv Fa t,a....gatzSenoe and nterest. /ajar

categories of opportunity include on-campus seminars, short

term conferences, individual reading grants, grants for course

development, and offqcampus fellowships abroad or at American

university centers during the academic year, as minas summer

opportunities bare and overseas.
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over the next 10 years, 1000 onKampus seminars were

organised, $10 million would be required, calculating s cost
of each seminar at approximately $10,000 (with a modest stipend

to the participating faculty and not any released time.) For

individual reading grants, COWS, devoloment grants, and

similar activities, as many as 20,000 faoultr members should

be given such opportunities if i genuinely widespread

tuition of academic provincialism is to be achieved in the
next decade. Figured at the cost of approximately $1000 each,

$20 million would be required.

4.cademicftyear fellowships for faculty members extenolug an

established competence discipline to an area of the world

outside the perimeters of Western civilisation should be

adequately budgeted to allow both for a residence at a major

university center in this country and a period of study and

observation abroad. $30 million would provide, over the next

decade, between 1500 and 2000 such awards, estimated at between

$15,000 and $20,000 each. Smear opportunities to participate

in apecial faculty seminars both in the United States and

abroad should be available to as many as 20,000 faculty members.

$40 million should be allocated to underwrite these programs

on the basis of $2000 as the average oast for each participant.

lt) A ed lle e

The essential blew here is improving the intellectual terms

of employment tor making inxtergraduste teaching more attractive

and retarding to the individual with scholarly training on an area



of the world or cultural tradition largely neglected *

American schools and colleges. 5000 grants of $4000 each to

oover released time for research and/or for further develop-

Ikea of undergraduate courses would regitire $20 million.

A related effort to attrrat younger faculty members

trained at centers of nonoEuropean studies

to undergraduate institutions would involve an "apprentice

scheme" nor, sty a fiveafear periodftftwith a substantially

lighter teaching load, time off for research in the field, and

the like-.to help make the undergraduate teaching situation

more attractive than a post in a larger university center with

a graduate program. If such underwriting were provided over

a five year period for a total of $40,000 per individual,

$20 minion ou:14 i.e required to underwrite 500 such individuals

in a ten year period.

$trenaktroits. Because of long

neglect in the development of library holdings in past years,

a major effort is required. Quits apart from needs for

librarian training and ancillary services in the out.ot.print

book and general bibliography field an average of at least

$5000 a year (to be matched * an equal amount by the recipient

college) shovld be provided over a tenwyoar perioa to bring

collections on various non.EUropean areas of the world up to

a level comparable to holdings on Western Europe and the United

States. $100 million would belequired to underwrite this
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formula in 2,000 colleges and universities--with some fled

bilitt so that ii ror institutions might receive support up

to perhaps $10 on a matching basis in recognition of

the fact that smaller Arsotitutions probably would not time

advantage of the full amount which would be available to then

because of the matching requirement.

6) 9p.mrt. e f te tud

to existing programs of support for intensive language study

by undergraduates and general scholarship programs, loan funds,

and other types or financial assistance available through tile

federal government, several of the states, and other sources,

there should be resources available to underwrite experimental

programs for exceptimallypromising undergraduate students

and summer field work opportunities. Calculating the cost of

such programs at approximately $1000 per student. $50 million

would be required in the next decade to provide such opportuni-

ties for 50,000 especially able undergraduate students.

The scope of these efforts can be summarised thuss

1) Seducing leadership in the colleges $16 million
2) Planning curricular change 5 "
3) Extending faculty competence and interest 100
10 Attracting more trained faculty to

smaller aoneges 40
5) Sttalgthening libragy resources 100
6) Opportunities for undergraduate students SO

Total for the, next decAde $311 million

This figure is .A ea large as $4*, seems at first glance

since these efforts are to be spread over a ten-year period.
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It is nonetheless still far larger than what has been available

heretofore. But the objeotive must be kept clearly in via,

What we arti

colleges and

that far rea

Lng is an intelleotual revolt.:Lion in our

rersities. When the ultimate objective is

the universe with which we are concerned

is so extensive, the price comes high.

iblJNINtigalt1211t

Gunnar larrdal, in his classic study of the American

Negro two decades ago, Monti ied the vicious circle confront..

ire the Negro in American society18 Events in more recent

years have underscored this dilessaa There is widespread

recognition now that unless- the Negro, so long excluded from

guar important educational and other opportunities in American

life, is given special opportunities, it will be impossible

to redress the imbalance.

This is the heart of the matter as well in srr attempt to

mount an attack on academia provincialism in American colleges

and universities. Unless special recognition and support

are given to those 'who seek to broaden our intellectual and

cultural horizons the insularity of the dominant majority of

our faculties.-who in the last analysis chart the educational

con! of our colleges and universities.-will new be

AunnarW: An American New !ark: Harper, 1944,



swipe challenged This support must be n over a

long enough period of time and in the general order of magnitude

indicated in the proceeding paragraphs or else the ',critical

mason of academic intereetamessential to self..pnerating efforts

in future deoadesftiwill never be achieved on individual college

campuses I,

This, then, is the diaamma which confronts us in the years

immediately sheadftspec privilege* in order to redress past

imbalance and break through the vicious circle of parochialism

which presently afflicts American colleges and universities.

For what is required is a long, sustained undertaking involving

endeavor on many different fronts. Those who are faint of

heart may take courage from these words of Sir Eric Ashby in

commenting on the long struggle which the natural sciences

had to endure to achieve their place in the academic firmament

just a few decades ago:

Thusiod.after a long lag.did British universities
adapt themselves to the scientific revolution. The new
philosophy had mite full circle. It began with Bacon.
&may, Boyle, and Newton. In the French Academy it was
enriched by Lavoisier. It crossed the Rhine to Gomm,
where it was for the first time implanted in the tudver.
*Mos....Throughout the rineteenth century. in ever
increasing flood, this German interpretation of the nor
philosophy penetrated and pr tested the English universie
ties. It reached Oxford and Cambridge already in the
tide of reform....A profund metamorphosis had taken place
in British universitiesew

27aw*-71"7-a pp 40.41
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Since World II there has been an increasing interest in language

and area studies among American colleges and universities. Impelled by a

national shorter, of trained specialists on rionWestern areas, the emphasis

was placed initially upon graduate education through the establishment of

language and area centers. As the critical shortage of trained area sp.

°idiots began to wane, the focus of attention shifted. Throughout the

country, colleges and universities began to explore ways to add an inter

national dimension to what was previously an essentially American mor at

best Western-- oriented undergraduate curriculum.

In a less.publicited mariner, the secondary schools have been quietly

undergoing a similar selfwappraisal. While it is possible to trace the
school's interest in 'International relations and area studies to World War

try during the past decade there has been a significant gain in both the

quantity and quality of instruction given to non ...Western areas of the

world. This can be observed in the substantial increase in the numbers and

percentage of high school students enrolled in modern foreign languages;

it is also evident. though less dramatioallyemoin the changes that hate

taken place in the teaching of social studies.



The fact that these changes were taking place at the same time, and

in some eases before, similar efforts were being made in undergraduate edu-

cation is significant, for it undercuts the notion that the schools wait

until knowledge and inspiration seep down to them fray higher education.

Serving a different clientele, expressing different goals, and mans.

pying a different place in American society, the schools may borrow from

the experience of higher education but they tend to modify this experience

to fit their own objectives. Education for the masses retains the princi

pal concern of secondary schools. Training students to become taxpaying,

law-abiding, ineome.earning, lei sure members of adult society

seems to direct most of what is planned by school officials. Even a col-
lege preparatory program is iored in a semi-vocational mariner, as the

principal effort is to provide students with the courses that are re-
quired for college entrance and with the skills students will need in
order to perform successfully as underaduates.

Utilitarianiom rather than humanism or scientime tends to underlie

most of what the schools do. Therefore, schools teach about the non -West

in order to promote "international understanding" or to "prepare students

for citizenship in a nation beset with foreign problems." Foreign lan-

guages are stressed for conegeoNrind students bemuse proficiency in a
language is rapidly becoming a major criteria for college entrance. Only

rarely does one hear school administrators or curriculum planners justify

a study of nonbliestern areas because each child should have the opportun.

ity to test and weigh his own culture by measuring it against another, or
because one way to verify social science postulates is to test them against
other kinds of human society than those on which they were based.



More often than not, the objectives underlying the inclusion of a unit

or course of study on a non4destern area is stated in terms of the national

interest rather than what it will do for the child. Therefore, units or

courses on *reunite' and, the USSR became popular because "we must learn to

get along with the Russians" or, more often, Ithe USSR is our enemy and we

must learn how to cope with the Soviets."

One can better understand the reasons for the differences between the

colleges and the secondary schools if one recognizes the different posi.

Lions they hold in society. American colleges and universities stand like

feudal kingdoms. Change in an American university is retarded primarily

by tradition, staff deficiencies, lack of money, and ilosr.sighted adminis.

trators. The schools have all these plus others the colleges can avoid.

Not only are courses and requirements for graduation often set by the

state, but the schools carry the special burden of transmitting the culture

and mores of the communities in which they are located. Whereas universi.

ties are sometimes described as islands of culture in seas of drabness, no

such charges are leveled at secondary schools. They tend to be as dull, or

as enlightened as the populace they serve, because they are expected to

be that way.

It is no secret that the best public secondary schools are in the

wealthy suburbs surrounding large metropolitan areas and on university

campuses. In such settings a premium is placed on experimentation and

innovation. !lost communities however, expect their schools to be suffi.

ciently in step with the tines to assure their graduates admission to col..

lege without departing too far from traditional patterns of belief and

custom. Therefore, curricular' change tends to occur rapidly on3Y when the

ocesmunitY is agreed upon the necessity for change. Topics or courses



which are controversial, or concerning which there is a negative attitude,

rarely find their way into the schools.

Any discussion on the place of language and area studies in the see

ondary schools must no 4# lose sight of the setting in which such instruction

is to take place. In moving from a college to a secondary school environs.

went new problems will be faced, new objectives will be required, adjust

meats in organisation and content will be necessary.

MMIS2LEMMliaLL114401:

Although some experiments are underway to include teaching about other

cultures in all courses and grade levels in the schools,l the subjects of

the secondary school curriculum which are most vulnerable to the adoption

of the area approach are modern foreign languages and the social studies.

This paper is limited to an examination of these two fields.

Since 1958, the limbers of secondary school students enrolled in mod.

ern foreign languages has grown significantly. From 1958 to 1963, total

public high school enrollments (grades 9.12) increased by more than one..

third, from 7,897,232 to 10,750,081.2 During the same period, enrollments

in modern foreign languages more than doubled. In 1958, about one of six.

high school students were enrolled in a modern foreign language; by 1963

the ratio was more than one of four. If classical languages are added to

the enrollments in modwn foreign languages, almost one- .third of all pub..

lid high school students in 396) were studying a foreign language.'

Spanish with 38.6 percent of the total enrollment in all toreign

guages and Frenoh with 32.6 percent led all other foreign languages. Span..

ish and french were followed by Latin with 19.6 percent and German with

7.5 peroent. No other language had even 1 percent of the foreign langu4e



enrollment. Russian, which increased 431.5 percent between 1958 and 1963,

had only .6 percent of the foreign language enrollment with 21,551 students.

With the exception of Spanish, the languago3 that are usually consid.

ered as basic to area studies were poorly represented among secondary school

language offerings in 1963. Although German and French are necessary for

African studies, their inclusion in the secondary school curriculum had

little or nothing to do with Africa. Chinese, Japanese, Arab14, 'Hindi to-

gether made up less than .3 percent of the total foreign language enroll.
went in 1963.

Frederick Jackson has reported the erft-rts underway to expand the study

of Chinese and Japanese languages in secondary schools in the United States.4

With few exceptions ¢drools offering Chinese and Japanese are 3.oCeled in

rietko-politan centers and/or near major universities. Harvard, Yale, Colum.

bia, Setort Rant San Francisco State College, the University of Southern

California, and Washington University at St. Louis are seven universities

that have &voted much time and energy to establishing Chinese and Japanese

language programs in secondary schools. If similar expenditures of funds

and energy con:' nue into the future, it is likely that the numbers of schools

offering Chinese and Japanese will grow.

The interest on the part of some universities to expand the teaching ,

of Chinese and Japanese in secondary schools affords an opportunity to coma.

pare the views of college professors with that of school administrators on

the place of _foreign language in secondary schools. Professors of Asian

languages assert that mastering Chinese and Japanegse is not easy. There«

fore, thew* argue 'that students should begin to study the languages as early

as possible tit order to take advantage of more advanced courses when they

arrive at college.



School administrators re

anti universities offering Chinese and Japanese is severely limited. A

high school student has no assurances that the college he attends will, offer
Chinese and Japanese. The decision to study Chinese in high school is a

decision not to study something else. In order to make worthwhile the

intensive effort required to master the language, the student should be

confidvnt that ho will be able to put his language ability to use either
in college and/or in his profession.

The schools find it difficult to justify the teach4ng of Chinese and

Japanese or any other language for the purpose of helping students understand
the culture of an area, or why the United States is involved there. First
of all, students must know the language very well before they are able to
gain a better grasp of the customs, beliefs, and life-styles of a people
through reading original accounts than they can obtain from good translations.
Secondly, while language teachers give lip service to the importance of

.teaching about the culture of the area, in practice almost all the available
class time is devoted to the mechanics of learning the language. Thirdly,
it is obvious that only a relatively small proportion of the student body

will study Chinese, or Japanese, or Russian, or ark, other single language.

Therefore, if the language classes are assigned the responsibility for pro.-

viding instruction on the culture of an area, only a few students will learn
about any one area.

It is worth noting that some college administrators argue that given
the acute national shortage of competent teachers of Oriental languages,

available resources should be concentrated toward training college instruct.

noting that the number of colleges

tors.
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social studies to

ing about notuMestern areas in t

jor responsibility for teach.

chools least throe factors

must be present: 1) specials designed ourses on non Western areas or at

least courses in which units on the nonAskbet can be included; 2) books and

other materials on non.Western areas for both teachers and students; and 3)

well trained teachers who are knowledgeable about one or more non.Westorn

areas.

A sway published in 1963 by the North Central Association Foreign

Relations Project iniicates the courses offered in seem diary school studiese5

The NCA survey revealed that the pattern of course offerings in the social

studies has changed little since the 19201s. Civics is still the most pop.

ular course offered at the ninth grade, World History at the tenth, American

History at the eleventh, and either a one -year coarse in American social,

political, and economic problems, or a one -year course in American Govern.

meant, or a combination of onesemester of Government and one-semester of

Economics at the twelfth grade.

Seventy.five percent of the schools reporting i'equired from four to

six semesters of social studies. Among the 368 schools that responded to

the survey, American History was required in 99 percent, Government in 45

percent, World History in 35 percent, Problems of Democracy in 30 percent,

Civics in slightly lees than 30 percent and Economics in 16 percent. The

most common pattern was to require social studies at the eleventh and

twelfth grades, with the next most cannon pattern to require social stuaies

at tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades.

World History is the most frequently offered elective course in the

secondary school social studies. Only throe percent of the schools re.
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porting did t offer it. The trend is to World tory a requirement

as during the decade between 1953 and 1962 percentage of large city

school s requiring World History grew from ;percent to 60 percent,15

After World History, the most commonly offered elective courses are Economm

ice (39 percent, required in an additional 26 percent of the schools)

Problems of Democracy (25 percent, required in an additional 30 percent of

the schools) and Government (11 percent, required in an additional k5 perm

cent of the schools). Adding Geography, International Relations, and Scom

aiology to the list includes almost the full range of courses available to

secondary school students.7 International Relations, inquired in 2 percent

of the schools and offered as an elective in 16 percent of the cotters has

been increasing rapidly in popularity, as almost a third of the schools

indicated the course had been added since 2961.

Although course titles have remained essentially the same since the

1920's, there is some evidence to indicate that teachers are giving increasm

ing attention to nonmWestern areas within their courses. The NCA survey

asked teachers of four coursesmmProblems of Demooracy, American History,

World History, and Economics--to indicate whether they did or did not inm

elude units on international problems, or on nonWestern areas of the

world. When one examines their responses, it is apparent that high school

students are being "exposed" to none Western areas. For example, of the

320 schools in the sample which offered World History, the percentage of

schools including separate units of a weak or more in (moll of the nonAistm

ern areas was as follows: Soviet Union, 82 percent; Latin American, 73

percent; Niddle East, 72 percent; China, 68 percent; Africa, 57 percent;

India, 57 percent; Japan, 53 percent; Southeast Asia, 50 percent. A more

recent study Aerie N. Dunlap suggests the schools may now be giving



even more attention to topics related to international and intArcultural

relations than they were to 1963.8 while one might conclude after a closer

examination of what is being taught that the present effort is inadequate,

it is clear that opportunities for students to learn about the non-West are

already available.

One feature of the above description requires epecial attention. In

the schools as in the colleges it is necessary to decide whether it is best

to create new courses or to infiltrate existing courses. There is no one

answer to this question. However, new course eferings in secondary social

studies tend to begin as electives and are taken by relatively few students.

It one hopes to reach the maximum number of sttdents, it may be wise to

attempt to infiltrate or redesign existing courses that are already required.

World History is undergoing just such a transformation. Traditionally, the

World History course has been taught as the history of Western Europe.

Presently more and more time is being given to non-Western areas within the

traditional World History course at the same time that World History is

changing from an elective to a required course.

Two examples may highlight what is happening to the World History course

as well as to demonstrate the role states can play in providing leadership

for such changes. In 1958, the State Council of Education in Pennsylvania

approved a requirement that beginning with June, 1961, an high school

pupils in Pennsylvania must have at least one semester of world cultures

for graduations The Department of Public Instruction recommended that high

schools offor two semesters. The result is that the traditional World His

tory course has been revised in Pennsylvania to include at least one ewes-

ter on nonWirstarn areas. The two units pmepared by the State Department

of Maio Instruction and most sanson3,y °V owed arc China and India. Each
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unit attempts to draw upon history, political science, geography, economics,

sociology, and the humanities for its content.9

The State of Wisconsin is now urging its schools to adopt a tvo.year

sequence in World History at the eighth and ninth grades, one year of which

would be given to non-Western areas. The Wisconsin program encourages

schools to use concepts from all the social sciences in planning their units

on non4leEtern areas rather than relying solely an the history of the area."

Despite the new state requirements* course titles, and study guides,

those who work closely with the schools knew that the best way to learn what

a teadher includes in his course is to look at the tewtbook and any supple-

mentary books he has for his students to read. Whether the course is called

World History or World Cultures, if the teacher is using a World Geography

text, it is almost certain that his students will spend most of their time

studying geography. Therefore, an examination of trends in course titles

is incomplete and perhaps misleading without a concomitant glance at the

books and materials on the non.West that are available for students to read.

Over the past decade there has been a remarkable increase in the qual.

ity and quantity of books and materials available for use in teaching about

the non Western world. While ptIblidhers are often reluctant to push far in

advance of what the schools are ready to purchase, once the trend had be

come clear, the publishers responded with what can only be called a deluge

of materials on non Western areas. Not only have traditional texts been

revised so as to give more attention to the non.West, but teachers can

choose from a wide variety of paperbacks to supplement the required read

ing in their classes. Films, filmstrips, transparencies for the overhead

projector* tape recordings, and records add to the variety of materials

inaptly s000ssiblo to teachers.



The vast quantity of excellent materials presently available makes

futile an attealpt to provide a description or even a listing of what a

teacher might wish to use. However, it might be useful to pick out a few

examples that pioneered and set the stage for the current bonanza as well

as to describe some efforts underway which, although still in the experimen-

tal or planning stage, offer some insight into what lies ahead.

Prior to 1955, any instruction in the schools about the non-Western

world began with the same basic premises the world is a dangerous place

and we must learn to get along with our fellow man, whatever his national-

IV. As a result, teachers tended t3 blur over the differences which sap-

state nations, to ignore factors of national interest and power, and to

approach questions of international relations with a kind of virginal

innocence and idealism. This approach, although useful in helping stu-

dents establish goals for which the world should strive, did little to make

the present world more

In an attempt to bridge the gap between what the students ustuilly

studied about the world in their elasses and what they read about in the

newspapers, the NCA, Foreign Relations Project was founded in 1955. Over

the decade of its existence, the Project has produced eleven pamphlets,

each of which concentrates on an area of the world. Widely used through

the country, these pamphlets are more Often included as separate units An

World History, American History, or Problems of Democracy courses than as

the basic text for an International Relations course. Millions of high

school youngsters have become aoquainted with acme aspect of the nonciestern

world by the inclusion of one or 'more of these Foreign Relations -pamphlets

in their required courses in social studies.

Althotigh the principal thrust of the FOreign Relation" Project has been



on America's stake or role in world affairs, each of the regional pamphlets

incorporates some elements of the area approach, the assumption being that

a student cannot make rational judgments about American foreign policy until

he has some minimum understanding of the geography, history, culture, *coal

natio and political systems of the region he is studying.

In 1962, a book appeared which has had a me. for effect on the high

school World History course. This text, ii.G1.9 to ms; jka by Leften

Stavrianos and others, was not the firat Wor:4.:1 Hlatory textbook to break

from a Western European approach to include chapters on the non- Test.

Stavrianos r primary contribution was to provide a new perspective for a

course which had become almost unmanageable under the pressures to include

more and more topics and areas. Stavrianos attempted a global history,

describing the history of man as it Wight have appeared to an observor from

Mars rather than how it appeared to a Frenchman, an Englishman, or an

American. He boldly tried to make some sense of the past, ruthlessly cut,.

ting (,out what he deemed extraneous and emphasising those threads that he

wanted a studeiit to retain. By using a "Flashback" technique, he included

only that history which he believed was needed to explain the present. 1/7

avoiding a detailed chronological narrative, Stavrianos freed space for a

description of the geography, *concede system, political system, and culture

of each of the regions he included in his book.

Although the Foreign Relations Project, the Stavrianos book and others

have done much to improve the teaching about the non - Western world in the

secondary school social studies, there are indications that even "eater

progress lies just ahead. Especially promisirs are the special projects

financed by the United States Office of Education under Projeot Social

Studies and the National Sotonoivroundation12.
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AtCarnerioIretitute of Technology, university scholars and high school

teachers are working together to prepare a four year sequential and oumula-

time curriculum in the social studies for able students, grades nine through

twelve. The ninth grade course consists of a one-semester course in Compar-

ative Political Systems and a one-semester course on Comparative Economic

systems. The approach in both courses, whtch compare primitive, Soviet and

American systems, is more analytical than deacriptive, more behavioral than

institutional.

In Comparative Political Systems, students consider four major issues:

Who are the leaders? How are decisions made? What is the role of the in

dividual citizon? How is the political system related to the underlying

ideology? Hopefully students will acquire a battery of analytical questions

they can use to taud other political systems.

The Carnegie Project's tenth grade course consists of a one,vsemester

survey of the development of political, social, and economic systems in the

West, and a one-semester course on four nonestern culture areas: Brazil,

India, China, and the Republic of South Africa. Each unit begins with a

study of the traditional culture, touches quickly on the impact of the West,

and concentrates on one facet, of contemporary life in the area. The attempt

is made throughout to describe each culture according to the following con-

stituent parts: its technical order, economic order, social system, power

system, and stored system.

By. harnessing various disciplinary approaches to the study of each so-

oiety. the Carnegie Tech project hopes to accomplish in a modest, way what

the graduate Area studies centers strive for in principle: a student- who

is able to porceive a culture as a. whole.

Instead of designing emmrcourses to be introduced into the secondary



school curriculum, the Anthropology Curriculum Study Project is seeking to

infuse existing world, history courses with units on anthropology, mow of

these devoted to the nonMest. Although little of the Project's work has

been published, 80240 predictions are possible. Units are being prepared

on Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East. The African unit will include

a case study of s Nupe village, a book of readings on othar African socie.

ties so that the student is not left with the Impression what all African

cultures resemble the Nupe, and recorded conversations with anthropologists

in which they describe how they work in Africa. The Kiddie East unit con..

sista of "tin types" Idtioh represent certain typical Middle Easterners.

for example, a Bedouin who has gone to work in an oil field, or a Turkish

peasant woman, or a Moroccan opium dealer. LI addition the unit will

elude mole crisis situations in the Middle East which it is hoped will

laminate the tensions between the traditional and modern in that area.

The Asian Studies Curriculum Project at the University of California

is preparing materials on Asia for use in the schools. The Project is

moving along a broad front: the preparation of guides for teachers, units
on Asia which can be used in the elementary school, an elective course on

Asia for the twelfth grade, and units to be plugged into existing World

History courses.

The World History design is especially interesting. The goal is to

prepare materials that teachers can give students that will lead to a can

parative study of customs and institutions ZiOrrileny examined through-Wes

ern perspectives only Feudalism, for example, 1118114134 examined through

the idealited-Frenckmodel. .=The__California Project will proVide an opporet,

Unity 'for World Histo students to:-,Aliamptire Western..teudelisa-with tone.-

*aims in Japan or China.



The lin3-rersity of Illinois is developing materials for a three ..year

sequence for grades eight through ten. The eighth grade course consists'

of three broad units on the family, on political systems, and on economic

systems. In the family unit students study the family as an institution,

examining its function and purpose in colonial America, in modern America,

and in a north Indian village. The ninth and tenth grade courses comprise

a twosoyear sequence in World History, with the ninth year given primarily

to a study of Western Europe and the tenth grade to units on the none.

Western world.

The fact that the four projects described above are adequately.

financed and are thereby able to draw on resources not normally available

to individual schools or to individual authors tends to bring them to pubs.

lie attention. Nevertheless, there are maw other less.publicised efforts

going on as well that seem to be moving along similar paths.

Despite all the' efforts being made to provide courses which include a

treatment of the nonsWest and to publish books and materials on the non..

Western world for students and teachers, success will not be achieved until

there are teachers who have ti,en adequately trained for the task. Since it
is known that the colleges awl universities have only 'recently given Eaten.-

tion to including instruction On non .Western areas in undergraduate educa..

Lion, it is ob*ious that the vast majority of secondary school. teachers

have not had cOrses that would equip them for their new responsibilities.

The idec, that teachers will require retraining if they are to teach
about unfamiliar areas of the world is not new. What is new is that for

the first time adequate financial resources are becoming available to ac.

oomplish the task of retraining elementary and secondary school teachers.

Approximately a decade ago the Asia Society took the lead by providing



funds to universities and colleges, enabling them to establish summer in-

stitutes for high school teachers. In addition, the Asia Society prepared

teacher "Idts", bibliographies of books and films, and a variety of other

aids intended to ass =ist a busy teacher trying to do a better job of teach-

ing about Asia. 4.e "Asia, in the Classroom Project" encouraged some schools

to offer courses on Asia were none had existed before. Through its am

programs and by providing funds to support the efforts of others, the Asia

Society has contributed significantly to teaching about Asia in secondary

schools across the country.

Other groups have been interested in exterding the teachers' knowledge

of non..Western areas. The NCA Foreign Relations Project has conducted a

number of three-day seminars for teachers throughout the mid-West, provid-

ing a first introduction to the study of the non-Western world for maw

teachers. The Service Center for Teachers of History of the American His-

torical Asset:dation has assisted both through the publication of the Service

Center pamphlets and by its support for conferences for high school teachers

held on university campuses. The opportunities available to secondary

school teachers under the Fulbright.Hays programs which enable social stud-

ies teachers to teach abroad for an academic year or to participate in sura..

mer seminars in Brazil, India, Africa, and Iran as well as some countri(_

of West ern Europe have undoubtedly had an important effect on those teich-

ere who have been privileged to participate.

The best state -wide program for preparing teachers to teach about the

non..West is that being sponsored by the State Departr,ent of Education in

New York. Not only has attention been given to providing an international

dimension to the pre-service education of teachers, but in- service programs

have been launched as well. Saner institutes -soadetato-year couries, and
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special conferences are just a few of the activities that have enabled hun-

dreds of secondary school social studies teachers' to increase their knowledge

of the non-Western world. Somme teachers have been selected to study abroad
under this program.

Despite the immense gains which have resulted from these efforts and
others that could not be included in this paper, Ctsture programs may make

all previous efforts seem puny by comparison. The massive financial support

now available through the federal government to support a variety of pro-

grams to retrain teachers challenges the capacity of the academic communitY

to provide staff and to spend money wisely.

Especially noteworthy aro the opportUnities available to teachers* under

NDEk Title XI institutes. During summer, 1965, 84 history institutes were

held on various 'university and college campuses across the country. More
than 3000 teachers attended these institutes, 26 of which were devoted to

a study of the non-Western world, During summer, 1966, over 100 history

institutes are planned which will serve approximately 3000 social studies

teachers. In addition, many teachers will attend academic-year institutes

on a part-time basis.

The Higher Education Act', only recently signed into law, authorised

24,500 fellowships over a three-year period at a total cost of $473

lion. These fellowships will provide opportunities for teachers to return

to universities to complete advanced degrees and to pursue special programst

The major question at this tittle is not whether there will be adequate

funds, but whether tine expenditure of these funds will achieve optimal re

subs. Courses designed to train specialists in language and area centers

are not likely to be appropriate tor a secondary teacher who must know a

little about several non-Western areas. The experience of the IDEA. Baer
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institutes is that careful planning is required if that which the teacher

lsarns during the zummer is to have maximum pay-off in his own :lasses dur-

ing the following year. Scholars in the disciplines must eke the time and

effort that is required to learn what the schools are like and what kind of

instruction will be of greatest value to high school teachers.

It is clear that the opportunity to expand the teaching about non.

Western areas in the secondo7 uohools is greater today than it has ever

been. linch has already been done. Courses including units on the non-West

are becoming increasingly popular more and better books and materials are

being produced. Funds are now available to prepare teachers for tea
about unfamiliar areas of the worldt It remains only to determiais who e

scholars in collegfa and universities* recognizing the possibilities that
exist and drawing upon their special experience and knowledge derived from

intensive study and research in non-Western areas* can design programs

that will fit the interests and requirements of the secondary schools.
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NOTES

Perhaps the most extensive effort to build an international dimension intoall classes and grade levels is the program at Glens loans, New York,
described in Harold N. Long and Robert N. King. jazgag tjag, kaistang,of World Affairs: The Glens Falls Sto Bulletin No. 35, Natioria1 Coun .oil for the Social Studies, 1

2. The statistics which follow are the most recent available, are based on
public high school enrollments only, and are taken from James N. Eshelman
and James F. Dershem. For..2144 Xaxiguae feiinaça and kmollments in
Public Secondary Schools, Fall l96. New York; The Modern language
Association of America, 19r5147 Comparable statistics for non-public
secondary schools.."independent" and Catholic..were not available.
}layover, a report based on a 1962 census concerning grades seven to twelve
for public, independent, and Catholic schools does provide some opportunity
for comparison. Total student population for grades seven to twelve in
1962 was as follows: public schools, 14, 172, 358; independent schools,232, 676; Catholic schools, 957, 484; total enrollment, 15, 362, 518.Percent of students enrolled in all foreign languages compared to totalstudent enrollment was: public schools, 24.8 percent; independent schools,73.4 percent; and Catholic schools, 76.1 percent. More than one-half ofthe foreign language enrollment in Catholic schools was in Latin, followedby French and Spanish* Nearly one-half of the foreign language enrollmentin independent schools was in French, followed by Latin and Spanish. Whileit is clear that students in non-public schools are much more likely tostudy a foreign language than are students in public schools, over ninetypercent of the total seconds** school enrollment is in public schools. JamesN. Eshelman and Nancy W. Lian. For19421 Lantua4e, Seri knamitnin Secondary Schools, Public Schools: 7,,Q AW Fall Non-publicSchools: Fan 3&. New York: The Modern Language Association of America,

3. It is important to keep in mind that the figures are based on total enroll.ments. Therefore those students who were enrolled in more than one languagewere counted twice. However, the figures also fail to show that many students had taken foreign language but were not enrolled in language that year.
4. Frederick H. Jackson. "Instruction in Chinese and Japanese in the SecondarySchools." The Annals of the American Acadlise of P(11.itiga sag 8*(41Science. gr(November, IWO 1.1.3...118.

The statistics which follow on secondary school social studies offeringsare from Bertram A. liasia. IssaL.le of the, t 22016612:in North Central angat:ion Soho° NCA Foreign kstionsProject, 10654,

6. Emlyn Jones. "Social Studies Requiremonts in an Age of Science andMathematics." Social gaita...tn. 27 («Oaausrie 1963) 18

7. Of course a complete lit of all the courses that are available in onohigh school or another ;mid include many more course titles. Coursesin Russian history, Far Eastern history, eta. do exist, but they aredistinguished more by their absence than their presence.
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Aurie N. autlap. 211
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Stitrary N. Hiller. "The Worms .lture ;curse* X i 41 ileation 26(February. 1962) 6940.

10. A description of the Wisconsin plan is contained in 6. t 1 rkLe the asbAl Stec k Wisconsin Soh Wisconsin 0 f ofInstruction. Curriculum Bulletin No. 7 964.
11. For a brief doscription of the !ario4 social studies projects, the reader7--shOuld-consult oltepOrt on Project Soidal Studies." ialUciltu;slist 29(April., 1965) 20622740.
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This report takes as a premise the desirability of including the study
of "non-Western" languages and cultures (i.e. Asian, African, Middle &at.
ern* Oceanian, Arctic, and Latin-American) in secondary school and college
curricula. It acknowledges and supports the position of William Theodore
DeBary in his paper entitled "Education for a World Cammunitar" delivered

.at Princeton University in October, 196k, which reminds us of the impor-
tance of a basic training in and understanding otour own tradition, and
stresses the basic humanistic val4es of nonliestern studies as opposed to

the "opportunistic" criteria often invoked in this period of continuing

world crisis. At the same time it acknowledges that the present inquiry

is spurldad more particularly by the recent reports of the Courattee on

the College and World Attars and the Committee on the Universitir and

World Affairs, as well as those by the Commission on /nternational Under*.

standing of the Association Of American Colleges* the American Council on

Education, the Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social

Science (Woven:bar* 196k), and Percy W. BidwelltsderdullneEduoation

jilmiligonAffairso All of these excellent contributions are limited,

however, to_tbrfield of higher education. They deseeibe a raga4



changing scene, and concur in suggesting continued and more intensive ef-
forts to internationalize our education in the colleges and universities.
Vied. ng the literature as a whole, what is perhaps most striking is the
uneven quality of development, the variety of responses and approaches,
and the enormous gaps between and within the institutions of higher learn
ing. In a word, there are as yet no standards or norms which can be taken

as describing the requirements or offerings in non Western languatges and

cultures in American colleges and universities.

Matching the uncertainty and flux at the higher level is the curri-
culum crisis of the secondary school. Faced with a veritable revolution-
in the sciences, the impact of the social sciences, growing community and

civic challenges, and continued pressures from the colleges, secondary
school teachers and administrators find their task considerably complicated
by the fact that there is as yet no agreement within the colleges on the
role cr shape of non-Western studios. Although the body of this paper
will be devoted to a description of what actually is being done to bring
high scbool and college programs into relationship a few preliminary gen..
eralizations may appropriately be attempted.

First: Mathematics and the natural sciences seem to have developed

a fairly stable order of study which is based on the necessity of learn
ing certain things before further progress is possible. Thus a curriculum
proceeding from elementary school, through high school and, on to college
is widely accepted. second: The same type of necessary sequence would

appear to be applicable to languages with three important questions yet
to be answered: a) at what point should foreign language_study_comenee?-
(The answer usually given is, the earlier the better); b) which languages
should be studied?; a) what procedure is best for teaching the language?



These questions need not be answered directly in this paper, but we shall
see how the problem is being met in various programs. Our third general
statement relates to social sciences and to cultural courses. Here there
semis to be no universal agreement relating to priorities and necessities
except for courses in American history and similar courses relating to
citizenship training, and perhaps English 14.terature. Finally, when we
turn to the nonwestern areas, whether treated by infusion within the
social sciences and humanities or as discreet units, on every level of
education the problem of sequence is equally perplexing.

The attempt to elcordinate non...Western studies on the secondary and
undergraduate level therefore is subject to variables on both levels.
The problem would be simpler if high schools had their accepted curricula
and colleges then worked from that base, or if colleges established their
own base through requirements and forced the high schools to meet them.
Judging from what has happened in the sciences this second possibility is
the most likely to occur within the next decade. Such standardisation
can take place most easily in states or communittes where a single insti
tution of higher learning draws the majority of high school graduates and
trains, in turn, the majority of teachers. Other types of colleges are
rarely in a position to unilaterally impose their standards upon the
larger educational community. As a result, a variety of methods are em
ployed to enforce, attract, and persuade the schools to acme into line with
the changing college objectives. In all fairness, it must be added that
the schools, through agencies such as the North Central Association of
Schools and Colleges, in the midmost, and the Office of Foreign Area
Studies of to State Mucation Department in New York, have a powerful
effect in bringing the attention of colleges to .their needs. What



follows is a description of this interplay in several important regions
of the country.

As suggested above, foreign language programs lend themselves rather
easily to definite patterns and sequences« Once American education had
freed itself from the shackles of formalism (that is the ritualistic
study of Latin and Greek), and had adopted a modern interpretation of
language as a means of communication it became obvious that language study
might require sequences of years which had to commence seriously at th
pre-college level. Requirements have varied from decade to decade and

fashions of choice have also changed but it must be admitted that the
idea of two to four yflars of language study (at the better high schools)
followed by several years at college has never been very seriously ques-
tioned since World War I. With rare exception, however, language study
on both secondary and undergraduate levels vas limited to classical and
Western European languages.

Following World War II, in the wake of the Cold War and Sputnik, an
interest in Russian began to be manifest on the secondary school level.
Yet as late as 1958 only 14 schools, the majority of which were private,
were teaching Russian. This was perhaps a mall departure, but it was

significant, for it marked a first venture into the non-Western language
domain. The development of East European and Slavic programs was favour,*
aged by the U.S. Goverment along with concern for the fields of language
and linguistics. The Conference on Modern Foreign Languages in the Nigh
School, sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education in fay, 1957, brought
together high school teachers, administrators, college professore, rem
sentattves of .educational and learned societies, as well as goverment
officials and marked the beginning of a pattern of which the present



conference is only the latost manifestation. At the 195 onference great
attention was placed on the developtient of Russian in the school.s, but
little hope was expressed for the more "exotic" languages. For instance,
Professor Frank lier3.ino, then editor of theLtztamkosattaLoulga.., and.

Chain= of the Depa.tment of ROM91100 i'olgUgeg$ at Boston University dem
clared:

Much as we would Me to have many of the "unusual" languagesincluded in the high school curricula throughout the celntry,I can't see how an American community, wherever it may be, inNew York City, perhaps, or Chicago, or San Francisco. couldadmit in any significant way the presence of one of the "unusnal" languages. I'm not opposed to it at all. Far from it.It is just the reality of the situation that leads me to saythis. For these languages not offered in our high schools Iwould like to see the goverment take over in terms of sub,siftdiiing the limited activities that would cone to view...ea'
It should be noted that the most important impetus to the Russian

development was the establishment of Russian in the curriculum of several
leading- universities, and, with the support of foundations and the govern-
ment, the creation of graduate centers. Occasionally teachers who had
been exposed to Russian in college displayed their enthusiasm in secondary
school classrooms. This led to a demand which was met in the more pro
gressive schools. Gradual-3y Russian was taken up on a limited scale
throughout the country.

Chinese) and Japanese however. made their .appearance in the high
schools la:rge3,y through implantation by the colleges. The existence of
Chine :le and/or Japanese comunities in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago
and New York in fact made the task easier. For although these °a+ ulattos

ode n Po e the Sch U.S. Department of Health,cation and Welfare 02-27005, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1958(1962) p.37



played little role in the c organization of such classes, their presence

was an important talking point in approaches to school board in those
areas. In 1961, almost simultaneously, programs were establishod in the

San Francisco area, in the Boston area, in the New York area and in St.
Louis. San Francisco State University and Seton Hall University on the
West and East coasts respectively, received support from the Office of Ed
ucation and the Carnegie Corporation to develop Chinese %eaching materials
for the secondary schools, train teachers aid introduce programs in local
schools. At the same time the Thayer Academy established a Bunter prow.

gram, with the support of the Carnegie Corporation, serving as a hip -iii

school center for the Boston area. Quite independently, Washington Unto.

versity ih St. Louis introduced a Chinese program at the Nark Twain St=

mer Institute for Academically Talented Students. In the fellowiog year
the Carnegie Corporation undertook to subsidize this program as well.

Thus, although the government has not to date stepped in to support these
programs directly, the Carnegie Corporation undertook the role forecast
by Dr. lierlino five years earlier.

Today, in addition to the above-mentioned programs, there are, also

Carnegie Corporationopsupported general programs in Los Angeles, Chicago,

New York and St. Louis. The programs in Chicago, Los Angeles and St*

Louis offer both Chinese and Japanese* The interrelationship between

high school and college is obvious) From the first, all of the above

mentioned programs, with the exception of Chicago, have been conceived,

organized, financed and supervised through universities (San Francisco

State, Southern California, Washington at St. Louis, Seton Bill. Colum
bia). In each university, one or more faculty member, and often the
chairman of the Asian Language Depart:swag di;settly Inria vejth and in



the schools in the area. In most cases classes ar held both in the high
schools and on the university campuses. At Columbia University, classes

in Chinese are carried out at James Monroe High Scho.Q., which. serves as

a center for to,s many as fifty high schools, while additional optional
classes are held on the Columbia campus on Saturday mornings. The same

pattern has existed in St. Louis for the past three years, except that in
addition to the campus classes some six high schools have daily classes

or four times 'weekly "centers" for Chinese and Japanese.

The fact that the sponsoring universities also were engaged in

teacher training and/or material preparation, meant' that the closest pe)s-

Bible liaison could be maintained with the schools. The extent of such

liaison can be shown through a profile of the St. Louis program, organ..

ized and directed by the writer.

The nucleus of the St. Louis program was the Hark Twain Summer In-

stitute in the suburbs of St. Louis. Each bummer some 600 talented stu-

dents enroll in one of twenty six-week courses for subjects not ordinar-

ily available in their own schools. They attend for three and a half
haws daily, and receive no credit. Such students are 100 per cent col-
lege bound. While the original intention was to expose the students to
a non-Indouropean language as a general educational experience, it soon,

became apparent that such students, it properly guided could use the ex-
perience to great advantage in college. Hence the program became college..

oriented. It was guaranteed that each student who entered the program

and maintained satisfactory performance levels would be trained in Chinese
or Japanese until he entered college. Since college work at the second or
third leiel necessitated a good reading knowledge of the language, despite
ia general orientation toward oralftaural training in tile early phases*



exceptional stress was placed on reading abilities. A winter program was

established to supplement on a three.hour weekly basis the intensive sum-
leer experience. (This approach was also used at the Thayer Program in
Boston.) On this basis one year of high school work became very much

equivalent to one year of ordinary college work. Realization that the
Hark Twain students were accomplishing more than the undergraduates at
Washington University, led the University department to double and then
virtually to triple its own hour requirements and speed. Hence at pres.
ant one year of work at the high school level is counted as being about
equal to one semester of college work.

The success of the Hark Twain Sumer and Winter Program led the Car-
negie Corporation to encourage the establishment of Chinese in some six
additional local high schools, under the supervision of Washington Unite
versify. The university undertook to train and recruit teachers for the
purpose. In three schools teachers already on the staff with extraordins
ary interest or background in Asian languages were given opportunities
for summer and/or ymar-round courses in language and teaching methods.
In addition, two experienced teachers were brought in from college programs
in the East. In every case the teachers selected as tarts for the high
schools boos which they had employed for their lin studies (Tale and
De Francis in Clines(); Jordon, laua and Han in JapAnese.) Hence, the
materials used in the high schools in the St. Louis area are identical
with the most commonly used college texts. The same is true for taped
materiali and other supporting media. (By contrast. the San Francisco
programs use materials especially prepared for secondary school students.)

Articulation of aims and standards is achiaved through several means:
1) a supervising board consistimg of the director of program, who is



also chairman ce. the Department of Chinese and Japanese at Washington Uni
varsity; the .toordinator, -tato is a toer high school counsellor and an
achissions officer of the university; the director of the Graduate Ludt
tuts of Education; a high school principal who was formerly director of
the Bark titan Institute; and a member of the university's Asian language
staff. Basic principals and policies are established and reviewed by this
Board.

ilembership of the university staff engaged in the program arsd the
high school teachers ix. the Chinese Language Teachers Association MAL
and its sub-group, the Association of Secondary School Teachers of Chinese,
which meets annually and maintains a regular newsletter.

3) The longstanding but informal association of the directors of the
various programs throughout the country, initiated originally by the Mod-
ern Language Association.

4) The fact that all programs are in the hands of middle and senior
rank professors who are in close contact with professional developments
at the undergraduate and graduate levels throughout the country. For in-
stones, the director is also a member of the Committee of Undergraduate
Education of the Association for Asian Studies, and is Vice-President of
the Midwest Conference on Asian Affa.rs.

5) The establishment of a Seminar on Asian Studies for Secondary
School Taachers, drawing together some 25 teachers and professors in the
St. Louis area each month, in which each of the participating high schools
is represented.

6) The use of standard textbook series which make it possible to de

velop a familiar sequence that enables advisors to place the high school

graduates at the proper language class levels when they enter collage.
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The problem of arb.culation in the language field, then, is not at
all acute, so long as student programs are planned in such manner as to
avoid completion of the high school sequence prematurely, that is, more

than one summer before they enter college. In fact, even this ME* is
covered now since NDEA summer grants are available to high soh4o1 seniors
with at least one year of Chinese or Japanese studies«

A second problem requiring attention is the placement of students in
appropriate colleges. Colleges which. after much effort, have Mall:" in»
troduced a two or three year sequence of Chinese or Japanese do not offer
sufficient language training for graduates of the St. Louis high school
programs. Hence they must be guided to the larger programs and centers.
For this purpose, the presence of a college admissions specialist on the
St. Louis program board is extremely useful. Each student is given spe-
cial counseling. Hence at this moment, there are freshmen and sophomores

at schools such as Georgetown University, Washington University, Columbia,
the Universities of Washington (Seattle),_ Michigan and Michigan State,
who are in their third, fourth or even fifth year of Chinese.

Columbia University has gone even farther than Washington Univer

sity. introducing a special seminar on the translation of Chinese scion.
tific materials for secondary school stdents. Whereas students from the
St. Louis program generally move into the fields of language and litera.
tune, history, political science and Oriental art history, but often tend
thus to exclude themselves from the scientific field. Professor Maeth,
who directs the Columbia program ie performing a valued service in also
providing for scientifically talented high school students.

The approaches of such programs as that of, the Thayer Academy in the
Boston erns Columbia University, the Hark Twain Institut* Washington



University. and others with whit am les.3 fan are admittedly
jet, hence there are no conflicts with college progrout. It is possible,
however, that programs for less highly selected students, which do not

stress reading and writing abilities sufficiently at early stages, unless
sustained over a three or four year period, will produce students who
cannot enter college programs with ease. It would be worthwhile in the

near future for the liodern Longuage Association or the Office of Education
to contract for a stud of the experience of this first generation of wisp
ondary sehool students in Chinese and. Japanese at the college level.

The pattern which has emerged for Chinese and Japanese SIMMS duplicamb

ted in the field of .Arabic. Here a good ease in point is the program at
Port lead. Oregon. Woodrow Wilson High School offers two years of the
language to some 25 students in a program initiated and sponsored by Port-
land State College. The program is carried on by a team of university
and high school teachers who presently divide the responsibility for the
two levels of &rabic offered at the high school. Pr next year, as a re..
suit of the teacher4raining program at the College, both teachers
be regular members of the high, school. staff. In addition to offering
teachers nominated by the high school three years of Arabic, arrangements
were made to provide travel and training in Cairo for the gladness. The

professor teaching at the high school has been given released time trots
his regular academic duties at the college and receives special ccrepund

cation from the Portland School Board. With such close and entwadastic
cooperation on both sides, there can be little doubt but that students
graduating from the high school program will be given every necessary
attention to ensure their proper placement at the college level.

It is clear from these examples that the field of non. Western, or



nunusuals' languages, booause of its intimate relationship with college

centers from the outset, and because it is dominated by enthusiastic advo

class, who are wen...placed in the administrative structures of universi

ties, can be developed in a coordinated manner with surprisingly little

overlap, few gaps and relatively little wastage. The question remains as

to whether larger programs should and can grow from the existing nuclei,

whether the existing and future programs can sustain themselves in terms

of finarscial, student and teacher support, and whether growth will lead

to deterioration from the present high level of coordination.

The teaching of non- Western culture, on the other hand, has far less

coherence. It is relatively easier to find teachers to handle non

Western cultural courses (primarily history, world civilizations., world

literature, art, religion), but such teachers may have questionable coupes,.

tepee. Wherever serious efforts are being made to introduce zone:Western

culture to the high schools, problems of curriculum development and

teacheriatiaining are taken up almost simultaneously. As in the case of

the non4ieetern languages, a number of local, state, regional and national

agencies and professional bodies are attacking the problem purposefully.

But here the resemblance ends if for no other reason than the vastly

tomtit scales -involved. Before describing some major efforts at high

echool.college coordination, it may be worthwhile to consider briefly the

relationship between the largusge and cultural programs as they seam to

exist at the moment.

Today the common pattern in the development of nonMestern studies
at the uMergraduato level appears to be the introduction of an area

course or discipline offering focused on the area, followed some tine
later (if at all) tr the introduction of the appropriate lengualt



Fairly frequently the language itself is introduced by the area course

instructor. Thus language seems to follow culture. But on the high

school level the reverse is to a large extent true. High School language

courses often have a great deal of "cultural" content which stimulates

the interest of the students, teachers and administration. Consequently

more attention is paid to the place of non.Western areas in world civili

tation and history courses, and experimentation may then be attempted.

Such was the case at Woodrow Wilson High School in Portland, and such has

been the case, too, in the St. Louis and Boston areas. Further, as at

the John Burroughs School in St. Louis, some high schools have built whole

units around the world area in which the language is taught. At Burs.

roughs a team of three teachers provides courses on the art, history and

religions of Asia to accompagy the Japanese language project. The li.

brary has developed a respectable Asian collection in the process. On a

more general level, the Mark Twain Program of Washington University sponft

sore a cultural series which brings to the high schools offering Asian

lanowomdistinguished artists and performers throughout the year. In

addition a course in Chinese painting is available to both the Asian

language students and their fellow.studente who do not study the language.

A, weekly film series is also presented featuring documentary and film

classics from Asia. Students are welcomed to appropriate university leo.*

tures, and university facult y. are frequently invited to participate in

high school academic functions.

More generally, however, the vast problems involved in augmenting

and modifying existing curricula mean that for the humanities and social

studies largemscale coordinated planning and dervelopmeant is necessary.

Perhaps the outstanding efforts in this direction to date are those under

taken in the states of Indiana and Nor To*. The coordination in Na York
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rests with the Office of Foreign Area Studies which covers a range of

activities from curriculum development in the schools to the training and

retraining ow teachers, the development of seminars and workshops, and the

preparation of bibliographies and teaching guides. It is a full..scale
approach which is already bearing fruit. The guidance and encouragement

of this office has led to important developments in teacher training pro-

grams at the State Universities (such as New Pa ltz) where general area

courses as well as more specialised non Western courses are a regular fea-
ture in the curriculum. Opportunities are provided for supervisors, de..

partment chairmen and other kay social studies teachers to attend special

sutmner sessions on Asian areas both in the United States and in Asia.

Participants must assure the Office that they will return to secondary

school service following the course. The New York program may perhaps be

fairly summarised as one in which the objective is to ensure that even.

student in New York will have at least minimal exposure to a nori-Western

area at the lower levels, opportunity for deoper exposure at the upper

level in high school, and adequate facilities for further exposure and

specialization at the college level.

The state of Indiana has witnessed the purpsivc development of

college-high school relationships through the establishment at Indiana

University of several School Coordinators. The program was initiated

in 1957 with the- appointment of a science coordinator. In 1959 additional

coordinators for school foreign languages and school social studies were

appointed to the faculty. Other coordinators have since been appointed.

These coordinators have joint appointments in the College of Arts and

Sciences and the School of Education. An have been high school teachers

-and have taught as well on the college level Itibilot no area stud".
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coordinator exists comparable to the Direct 3r of the Office of Foreign Area
Studies in New York, in fact the social science coordinator has paid close
attention to the problem of developing interest in non .Western areas. The

coordinator visits classrooms, consults with teachers, administrators and
parent groups, plans in.service training programs, works with the State
Department of Public Instruction on curriculum revision for the secondary

schools, prepares proposals for grants, summer institutes, ourriculum de.
velopment; works on textbooks, participates in national professional or
ganisations, counsels freshman and teachers returning to the campus, con-

ducts conferences for teachers, and maintains liaison with scholars through-
out the country* The vriter has attended a number of conferences which

have been jointly sponsored with the; North Central Association of Schools
and Colleges, in which large; numbers of teachers have been given opportui»

nities for a first introduction to the non - Western world. Their response

was enthusiastic and in several cases led to enrollments for further study*
The coordinators, as can be seen, have Di 11.time jobs* Their promo-

tions are secured through service rather than scholarly publication, and
they are provided with secretaries and travel budgets* Thus they are free
to mail 11the their efforts. One result of this was the adoption of a new
state curriculum which established nonMestern Area Studies in the 7th.
(preftt/igh school) grade, and a one to two year sequence in world history
at the 9th, 10th or nth grade, of which one halt is devoted to the non.
Western world. In addition, requirements or the Master of Arts in Teach.
ing include one year of world histtry (including the non.Western world)
at the graduate level. In the coming summer, the coordinator for social
sciences will direct an NM eightweek world history institute. Such in.
stitutes focus heavily on 'kik* areas of our present littereste



An important beginning has also been made in the neighboring state

of Illinois with the appointment of Robert A. Waller, Assistant Professor

of history* at the University of Illinois (Champaign) to a position some-

what analogous to that of the coordinator in Indiana. Professor Wa ller Is

assignment is to represent the Department of History to the high schools

of the state. Three of his major functions are directly related tc non.

Western area studies: 1) establishment of an NDFA suriner institute in

Modern Asian Civilisations; 2) development of an Articulation Program;

3) develop:ea of teacher-training curriculum. The Articulation Program

is carried forward through two yearly conferences on the universi campus.

Each Sprirg heir of all the social studies teachers in each high school

are invited to participate. At the conference teachers are familiarid

with the types of courses taught at the university, and in turn provide

information on what is being taught in the high schools. This then serves

as a guide for curriculum development both for the schools and for the

university. In addition special conferences are.held on specific sub-

jeets. This month, for instance, a special conference on Indian. Pakistani

relations is being conducted for teachers. Another evidence of the inte..

gration of high school and university planning is the new eurriculta in

the teaching of social studies, which offers for the first, time, in ad-

dition to a one -gear survey of non-American history, an option of six ad..
yawed hours either in European or non ..Western history.

Undoubtedly the promising efforts in New York. Indiana and Illinois

are being fiaraneled in other regions of the cauntry. An of them deal

with the two basic probloins of curriculum revision and teacher...training

and retraining. An of them occur in regions where strong, vim-Western

Studios Centers exist at eminent universities. It is doubtful, however,



whether regions lacking such strong centers can bring about the kind of
significant changes noted above. For the existence of a coordinating
agency only provides a mechanism and cannot in itself fulfill the ourric-
ultrn revision and teacher-training functions.

Fortunately, the interest of college associations and particularly

of the Office of Education makes possible inter-regional conferences and

reports, and in particular the National Defense Education Act opens the

way for a variety of institutes dealing with non-Western languages and

cultures. These conferences and institutes serve to stimulate teachers

and administrators but unfortunately they take place only where and when

someone is interested in the first instance. Thus in the last analysis
those areas with the greatest develoment in which the greatest in..
terest is already shown, are best served.

There seers, then, to be no substitute for strong college and unier-
sity interest in local education, and perhaps the most encouraging thing

that can be said of non Western studies in high schools at the moment, is
that many colleges seem to be responding to the challenge, and particularly
so in the non4festern field, where the missionary spirit is perhaps still
strong. Yet curriculum revision and adoption will only be less than datnag-

ing when competent teachers are available, and this in turn will depend to
a great extent on the success of teacher-training programs only now being

introduced, and even more on teacher-retraining. For the majoriti of
teachers are already the classrooms !

In conclusion.-scra suggestions may be appropriately offered in the

interest of improving and quickening the developaent of related high school

and undergraduate .'programs. These rocommendations fall under too *ate-
(pries: a) articUlation of -programa and b) isolementation.



a) Articulation of programs:

Although enthusiasm and initiative are generalis preferable to regu
lation, (some of our best local programs are spontaneous and haphazard--

but work), in the long run it is a disservice to a student and school to
offer programs for which teachers are inadequately prepared, materials

are lacking, and a meaningful study sequence from high school to college

is missing. Some consideration must be given to the limits of programs,

For instance, it is probably not desirable to attempt more than survey

courses and general civilizations courses on the secondary level unless

there is an extraordinarily well-prepared teacher available. Such

courses should not be bogged down with detail, b4t should offer a broad
view of a vulture or its literature. For instances, a historical survey

should awaken an interest in man Is behavior as a whole, should instill a

sense of empathy, and perhaps most of all should, in the words of my col-

league, Peter Reisenberg, "command a sense of respect for the power of

the past"-monot only for our on culture but for all cultures. The de-

tails, the refinements and the more subtle theories should be left to the
colleges. On the other hand, students with an understanding of the broad

sweep of a nonWestern culture should be enabled through Advanced Placement

Examinations to move on more rapidly to the advanced level courses at col-
lege. The college survey course at an elementary level should be reserved
for those who have not had the opportunity, for previous general exposure.

It should be entirely possible* as now being proved in several St.

Louis high schools, to include non- Western materials in courses on art and
literature, and to include non-Western examples in other social science
and humanities courses. Japanese Noh plays might be a fitting accompani-
ment to the study of Western dramatie classics; the Confucian Ana lects



and the Koran can be dealt, with together with the Bible. Cross-contin-

ental and trans-oceanic thinking can liven up almost any course without

pretending to develop a special knowledge of the non-Western world and

without sacrificing attention and respect for our own Western heritage.

This suggests that one of the real problems in articulation and curriculum

development is the need for more attention to possible non-Western compon-

ents within the existire, courses and perhaps less to the development of

vast 'mad civilization units. At the high school level a first step in

the integration of*West, and non-West can take place profitib4.

b) Implementation of programs:

Non-Western language courses will require sUbsidization for some time

to come. This can be most effectively done through grants to university

centers which are able and willing to assume the responsibility, following

the pattern so excellently established by the Carnegie Corporation. A

second form of subsidization might well be for students, who narrow their

selection of colleges to the rmtdiffoenbictter since the

majority of smaller colleges do not offer advanced language training for

them. Either the foundations or the federal government might well assume

this burden. As these students with high school training go through the

colleges, we will produce our first well-qualified generation of non -n tive

teachers of "unusual"" languages. At that point part of the problem will

have been solved.

The present shortage of language teachers requires the wide-scale re-

cruiting of native speakers and teachers who, despite often substantial

qualifications to teach their languages, frequently cannot meet state cer-

tification requirements. »An examination of this problem at the highest

level is in order, and an interaatate conference on the probleemmlight



well rapidly achieve a. satisfactory solution at least for next feu years.
!any of the high school language programs have used ne.rcuit.riding"

teachers to cover classes in several neighboring schools. It may be sug.
posted that this device be used for the immediate introduction and strength
ening of nonAfestern area courses in selected schools on a national scale.
In many cases such teachers could be college faculty members who would be
relieved of one or two regulgr ootrses in order to devote one or two se
mestere to actual high school classroom teaching. They would at the same

time serve as 'aster-teachers and consultants for local high school
faculty In other cases the teacher would be a regular high school teacher
with special training in one or more non4iestern areas, whose time would
be shared by two or three schools, much as is presently the case with music,
art, and other teachers of particular specialties.

Major non-Western centers should follow the example of the Illinois
and Indiana programs and appoint to their staffs specialists whose partici.
vier duty would be the development of high school relations.

Colleges should make an effort to publicize for high school teachers
and students special events, exhibitions and performances appropriate to
their interests. Coomination with local 1111100111120 and theaters could ex
tend this phase of activity. It is the responsibility of the non-Western
center to create as wen as satisfy the interest of students and teachers
in the lesser-known areas of the wor 1. It is also to the interest of
colleges to do so in order to assure themselves of a superior student
population*

Where one or two u advance placf Irent tests
do not dominate the higher education scene, inter-college conferences
alight well develop satisfaotory and generate accepted advanced placement



examinations non4lestern courses which would serve the dual purposes

of guiding school curriculum planners and enabling colleges to con-

centrate on advanced studies.

Regional professional conferences should make special efforts to

attract sigh school teachers. ?or in the last analysis the high school

teacher can be the professor's best friend.
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The role of foreign area studies in undergraduate education

has been a much discussed topic for over a decade. A number of

recent publications have again highlighted the need for the expansion

of foreign area studies in American collmges. Most of the discussion

has centered upon two basic approaches: one, to provide general

education with a broader and deeper international context, and two,

to provide greater opportunities for selected undergraduates to

begin training in foreign area studies as an important preparation

for continued study at the graduate level. It is my intention to

Write about foreign area studies and development of curricula from

both standpoints.

Foreign Area Studies and General Educe ion

It has been said many times in recent years that under

graduates should be educated ia vays that will enable them to

respond intelligently to a world characterized by a plurality of
1

cultures and pervasive change. Students need to understand better

their own culture and their position in it and also to understand



other cultures and their relations "p to them. Most important,

they must be aware of common aspirations and fundamental problems

that cut across cultures. They must be increasingly aware that

all people ere involved in 0 common undertaking and share a common

vision. While this kind of awareness end understanding is most

often the product of individual experience over a long period of

time a kind of personal maturing, there is no reason why the

educational process cannot begin to impart a world view that is both

compassionate and realistic. Colleges can certainly improve the

ways in which young men and women study not only their own culture

but the cultures of other peoples throughout the world. This is

one way to help them to realize that there are bonds uniting men

in a true community -- "not the passing world scene but whet men

have more deeply in common as a basis for coming together."2

The manner in which foreign area studies are to be related

to general education will vary from college to college. Many

different methods will be used because of the diversity of needs,

purposes, and capabilities of different kinds of educational

institutions. It is important, however, that there be some basic

agreement between administration, faculty, and students on the role

that foreign area studies are to play in terms of general education.

There are two ways that curricula are already being affected. One

Is the application to teaching of basic researiuu trends in the social

science and humanities disciplines. The other is the addition of

new kinds of general education courses that focus upon one or more

foreign civilizations.



Developments in the Disciplines

Social scientists increasingly realizt. that duta on all

significant societies in the world are important to the theoretical

growth of their disciplines. More of them now recognize that ceterali-

zations should be based on as broad a range of comparable data as

possible. As Professor Milton Singer has pointed out, "theories

about man and his behavior should be tested through study of man in

all the richness of his experience," "The new nations are our living

laboratories for the study of elite groups, of the economics of

development, of the forms of value systems, the political purposes,

urbanization -- or the forces that block or promote change."3

Professor Singer goes on to describe this trend in greeter detail.

The anthropology of the 1960's does not deny the diversity
of cultures; rather, it takes it for granted and goes on to
use comparisons to discover or establish universal principles
and similarities. The other social sciences, on the contrary,
are moving in the opposite direction. They are becoming more
aware of the facts of cultural variability and are adopting
the comparative approach to temper their penchant for universal
generalizations. Cross-cultural psydhology,,,comparative
politics, comparative economics, comparative sociology,
comparative education, comparative law, comparative philosophy
have become active fields of inquiry in which non4lestern
areas figure prominently as Objects of comparison. The
parent disciplines have not, as a result, surrendered their
commitment to universality; they are, however, more prepared
to test that commitment against the known variability of
institutions and cultural forms. In this testing, many
generalizations will probably be found wanting and will be
replaced by now ones.

The results of these kinds of research are already beginning

to infuse the undergraduate curriculum with new life. Old courses

are being revised on the basis of new data and new ones focusing upon

economic, social, and political clump are being added to curricula.

The potential for continued development along thicline is greater

than most educators realise.



Teaching in the humanities is alraa y undergoing a similar

change as a result of research on hitherto neglected foreign cultures.

More historians have the competence to teach about foreign civilizations,

and more are interested in the process of interaction between Western

civilization and the civilizations of Asia. Their colleagues in other

humanistic disciplines now expose students to the literature, thought,

values, and aesthetic expression of other civilizations.

Professor Albert :H. Msrckwardt has recently written on

this point in the context of an explanatiln of the relationship of

the humanities to the social sciences in area studies programa:
4

What then, is the potential contribution of the study
of the literature, the art, the music, and the philosophy
of the area?

The answer to this question lies in great part in
the difference between abstract and concrete, the distinction
between communicating and experiencing. Certainly, in
terms of broad purpose, the social science and humanistic
components of a foreign-area program are directed toward
the same goal. Y am inclined to believe that we have over-
stressed the differences between the two and have failed
to see the similarities. Nevertheless, a great work of
literature will put into tel= of concrete experience the
values, concepts, and ways of life which the social scientist
is likely to treat in the abstract or at best in detail less
powerful than that which serves to make concrete the
Weltanschauung of a great poet, novelist, or dramatist.

..;Folklore also serves a useful purpose in much the
same way. For one thing, in many cultures it occupies a
much stronger position than it does with us. For another,
although many of its themes and motifs are international,
it is the selection of theme and the manner of narration
that is often revealing.

...Philosophy constitutes an even more direct
expression of the thought and values of a culture, although
the amount and quality of philosophic writing vary consid-
erably in different parts of the world, as does the degree
to which it may represent the culture as a whole. Upon
occasion, it maybe a valuable aid in comprehending the
essentials of the life and thought of a people; at other
times it maybe typical of only a small segment or may
actually serve to mislead the observer.



"Art, architecture, and *n s c as component elements
of area study, whether Western or non-Western, may conveniently
be studied in terms of the creative process and of form,
symbol, and value.

It is quite °led 0 however, that the college cannot expect

to transmit the totality of men a experience to its students. It

mast accept the fact that in all fields of learning the treet body of

human knowledge can no longer be taught to one man. To transmit to

the student, even in outline form, the context within which the major

ideas and institutions of Western man have emerged, and to mention or

classify each of them at least once in four years, is a formidable

if not impossible task. If the college adopts the premise that

liberal learning should be universal in outlook, drawing upon the

experience and outlook of all peoples and cultures, the task becomes

absolutely impossible. Increasingly the emphasis must therefore be

upon utilizing greater selectivity and on developing more effective

approaches to knowledge.

The comparative approach offers one promising and practical

way of getting at the overall problem. It helps to maintain the

unity of the curriculum, since it is an effective means to learn about

several or more civilizations. Juxtaposing the different philosophical,

artistic, and literary expressions of several societies, for the

purposes of analytical comrarison by students, need not be confined

to the materials of Western civilization. Professor Marckwardt

has described some possibilities as follovs:5

In much the same way, the approach to a foreign culture
could profit from just such contrastive studies. They would
highlight the points of difference between certain aspectsof Western and the particular non-Western culture to be
studied and also permit one to take advantage of whateverpoints of similarity do exist. There are, for example,
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likenesses between baroque and certain types of Far Bastern
literature and art, and certainly an experience of the one
provides en entry to the understanding of the other.
Similar observations might be made about the picaresque
tale in Renaissance Europe and Japan, or between some
aspects of early Christian and African art. Pr= these
similarities, one can proceed to the more definitely
marked contrasts.

P. Champion Ward, another advocate of this approach, has offered mare

concrete examples:6

There would be no radical novelty for incoherence
and presumably much edification, in instituting such
comparisons between say, the rule of conduct set forth in
the Blaisallata and that expounded by Kant, between
Nechiavellite theories of statecraft and those of Chanakyal
between Iqbal and Nietzsche, Confucius and Montaigne,
Aesop and the Panchatantra, the Iliad and the Ramayana,
Chartres and Nikko, Pompeii and Petra, the opera according
to Peking and that according to Bayreuth.

While the comparative approach is generally sound and often

dramatically effective, its utilization gives rise to a number of

important questions. Ona that quickly comes to mind concerns its

applicability in view of the still limited development of non-Western

studies in the disciplines. It is true, for example, that the

disciplines tend more and more to include Asian data and experience

in their problem spectra, a trend to be welcomed for it helps to

break down the barriers that long separated Asian studies from the

main streams of scholarly and intellectual life. But it is equally

clear that, because our knowledge of non-Western cultures and societies

is generally imperfect and fragmentary, the comparative approach is

most succeesful when limited to those ideas, artistic expressions,

and institutions which have been carefully defined and studied.

Professore should try to avoid broad comparisons which seem to be

little more than tree association. of plausible ideas. Fur underlying



many of these associations are bits of misinformation and 6 web of

cliches that should long ago have been discarded.

At the same time there is need to brew!. down the too commonly

held view that no one but a foreign area ear 11 can appreciate the

thought and art forms of another culture cr the institutions and

problems of another society. Such an attitude not only deprives

students of the enjoyment they would receive from the literatures of

Asia, for example, but also encourages provincialism and prejudice

because it leads them to think that Asian people are incomprehensibly

different from Weste.rners. Today, many students read Dostoevski or

Proust even if they do not know a' word of Russian or the facts of

French history, and there is no reason why this should not be true of

certain works of Asian literature as well. In fact, a teacher of English

literature is likely to do a better job on the Chinese novel,

Dream of the Red Chamber, as literature, than is a specialist in

the Chinese language or in Chinese history. In the case of philosophy,

it would be a mistake to restrict treatment of Chinese or Indian

thinkers simply to the role they play in the history of Chinese or

Indian civilization. After all, they do raise universal problems

and offer solutions in ways that are both familiar and unfamiliar

to American students. To confront students directly with alternative

approaches is one of the most valuable things that the study of

non-Western thought can do. For a student going further into, say,

Chinese studies, it would be important to see how Confucius has

affected Chinese society in various institutions and modes of thought.

For students in general, however, it is perhaps just as important to

ask, in the case of Confucius or Aristotle or other thinkers, Oat

has he to say.
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The social science and humanistic disciplines are also

developing the international dimension of undergraduate education

through the addition of courses on specific foreign areas. Actually,

this has been the most common pattern of curricular development in

foreign area studies on college campuses to date* This is largely

because such courses are based upon the interests and competence of

faculty members, who are area specialists, and are easy, to fit into

the discipline framework of the curriculum. Few, if any, of them

are required. But their status as electives is assured, particularly

when they are taught by competent specialists. It is the foreign

area specialist who can provide students with knowledge in depth in

the history, government and politics, social organization, philosophy,

etc. of specific foreign cultures and societies. His courses make

an important contribution to undergraduate education because they

broaden the outlook and offerings of the discipline departments

and provide the necessary supplement to language training and to

introductory study of the area. Moreover, these courses are not

narrow as is often charged. Their very nature makes them of necessity

interdisciplinary. The study of Indian government and politics, for

example, cannot ignore the religious fabric of Indian society, its

social and economic institutions, and its historical and cultural

development.

At large universities, if such courses are sufficiently

attractive and the choice large enough, a sizeable number of students

will benefit. But, while a. smaller college may be able to develop

a number of discipline courses of this kind, especially if there is

a commitment to concentrate upon a single foreign area, there are
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obvious practical limitations to course development on a multi-area

basis. There is already excessive pressure from new courses from

one kind or another. As new branches of knowledge are opened up,

the pressure will increase and covses will proliferate endlessly.

There has to be some logical point at which to stop in order to

prevent students from being confronted with "an appalling miscellany

of offerings. Colleges are scarcely in a position to spread them-

selves across the board. Unless geographic continuity permits them

to pool their resources, they will not have the faculty or library

to support unlimited expansion. Experience has demonstrated that

much time, effort, and money can be expended on the proliferation

such courses with relatively small results.

Introductory Fore Area or Civilization Cou

As social scientists and humanists with foreign area train-

ing and experience become available, colleges will also be able to

develop general education courses on civilizations other than our

own, comparable to traditional ones in European history or Western

civilization. Such courses help students to appreciate the experiences

Of other peoples and the rich contributions of other cultures to

world history, to understand their problems, and to acquire some

knowledge of the context in which cultural interaction takes place

in the world today. Against the background of other human experience,

students become more fully aware of the special contributions of

Western civilization and are able to evaluate them more accurately.

They gain a new perspective on their own historyind a better under-

standing of the problems of their own society and tbeir signiteence
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in the contemporary world community. Lastly, such courses give students

a deeper inderstanding of their own way of life and perhaps open their

eyes to new possibilities.

Universities with substantial graduate facilities, e.g.,

Columbia, Harvard, Chicago and Michigan, were the first to develop

general interdisciplinary courses on Asia as a means of exposing under-

graduated to traditions different from their own. Some of these

courses, and others like them on Africa, Russia and Latin America,

have tended to become models. Increasingly, colleges are drawing upon

the experience of universities, although necessarily adapting this

experience to their own needs. Circumstances differ so greatly from

one college to another that a vide variety of means will be employed

to achieve similar ends. Yet in most cases, colleges have found it

advantageous to get advice and assistance from experienced hands.

Since the kinds of introductory courses on foreign areas

or civnizations have been described in earlier meetings and reports,?

I need not review them in detail again. Generally speaking they

fall into two major categories: (1) those courses that deal with

several areas or civilizations on a comparative and interrelated

basis and (2) those that focus on a single area or civilization.

These can have an historical emphasis, or more of a contemporary

and multi- disciplinary stress.

Courses that purposely include more than one area or

civilization, according to their teachers, provide perspectives that

are lost in a course concentrating on a single civilization. While

their teachers believe that any course that attempts to cover all of

Asia is bound to fail, they argue that introductory courses based



upon several ivil za o permit more e c ive use of comparative

approechea. 'Their case may be summarized as follows: Because the

major civilizations of Asia have discrete and distinctive characteristics

which must be brought out, comparative approaches give students insights

that might not be obtainable if the course was limited to only one

civilization. Comparison of two or more large and complex areas in

totality, is probably impossible, but similar parte of two or more

areas, such as the family systems, can be profitcbly compared. And

more broadly, it is profitable to contrast the striking absence of

unified central dynasties in Indian history and the tendency for

Indian civilization to fr,igment itself, with the crntinuity and

stability of the Confucian system in China. Or to contrast the

varying reactions of India, China, and Japan to Buddhism. And, in

more recent times, to contrast the Japanese and Chinese experience in

reaction to the impact of Western ideas and institutions.' Moreover,

as Professor de Bary has often pointed out, "Some familiarity with still

another civilization should provide a triangulation point for the com-

parisons a student tends to make between the 'other' civilization and

his own."

Courses that focus upon a single civilization play a some-

what different role, although they achieve many of the same objectives.

At Chicago, for example, there are four one-year introductions to the

civilizations of China, Japan, India and Islam. Undergraduates working

for a B.A. in the social sciences take one of these civilization

courses usually in their third or fourth year. The courses are also

available as electives to other undergraduates. Professorjalton

Singer has described them as follows:9



of the civilizationaa is viewed as a living and
organic entity with a developing and changing career
characterized by a distinctive culture and social organization.
The borne ground on which each civilization was formed and
crystallized as well as its areas of later spread are studied,
The penetration of Indian, Islamic or Chinese eivrization in
Southeast Asia is thus treated as part of the caree of the
respective civilizations. So treated, the single civilization
approach maybe the best path to understanding Asia as a
whole. AP my colleague Edward Kracke puts it, 'In approaching
any Asian civilization, the greatest difficulty seems to be
that of overcoming our initial preconceptions concerning the
bases of a civilization and its objectives, drawn from our
Western experiences. if we can confine ourselves to pene-
trating as deeply as time allows into one civilization, and
try to get beyond generalizations to the details that give
them color and reality, we are on the way to understanding
other civilizations as well...'

The question of whidh areas or civilizations are to be

studied in introductory courses is one that cannot be ignored.

Professor de Nary has provided a sound answer:1°

...Whether these civilizations are introdu,ed singly or
in combination, a judgment must still be male as to which
area° or civilizations have the first claim on our attention.
Teaching and library resources are rarely sufficient to deal
with all continents and countries, nor is the time available
to the student. For this reason again a distinction is
useful between general education and specialized training.
Some civilizations merit consideration because we realize,
if only imperfectly, that their achievements and experiences
are no less significant than those of Western civilization.
These should be represented in general education. Others
simply have mt attained that distinction. As problem areas
in the modern world they cannot be ignored, but it will
suffice If they are offered only for some students to
investigate and not for all.

Be identifies the four major Asian civilizations -- Islamic,

Indian, Chinese, and Japanese as meriting inclusion in the first

group, and goes on to explain that:

to assign a higher priority...to the major Asian civilizations
is justified by the greater richness and depth of their
traditions, by the historical contributions to and influence
upon other peoples beyond their own borders, and by the
impressive continuity and stability of their ,traditional
institutions down through the egos. It is little yonder



that he natural interest of Westerners today shovild
spontaneously incline them to learn about Asia, for
are the peoples whose technological 'under development' can
never be mistaken for immaturity of culture of society.
Their aocial experience -- their population problems, their
political institutions, their economic dilemmas -- in many
ways anticipate those of the modern West. Their arts,
literature, philosophy and religion in some respects achieved
refinement surpassing our own.

To focus, then, on Asian civilizations in e general
education program is only to signify that there is more than
enough matter here *worthy of the student's attention and
reflection, on a level with and as challenging foi.' him as
that which he encounters in Western civilization. Global
scope -- with Russia, Africa, South America, and 141114.1 not
thrown in -- need not be the criterion, when to discover
any one of the major Asian civilizations is virtually to
discover a whole new world, and two or three of them a new
universe.

Forel Area tudies and Under aduate Trainin

Until recently, almost all multi-disciplinary training in

foreign area studies was conducted on the graduate level and at only

a email number of foreign area studies centers.11 But with the increase

in the number of area specialists and their dispersal throughout the

educational system during the peat decade, undergraduates now have

greater opportunities to undertake programs with some area specialization,

including language study? While undergraduate language and area

programs still tend to be limited to the large universities which have

the necessary resources, there is growing interest among colleges in

following this trend. The position taken several years ago by the

faculty and administration of an outstanding liberal arts college is

a case in point.

The colleges as well as the universities, moreover,
have a responsibility for the preparation of area and functional
specialists, individuals equipped to explain and deal with
previously remote areas of Africa and Asia, and with problems
of economic development, political modernisation, development
administration, linguistics, and so on. It seems clear that
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the undergraduate curricu must give greater attention to
these matters and give more students an opportunity to under-
take pre-professional preparation for specialized training,
including language study.

More colleges have accepted this responsibility, and this

is to be applauded. However, colleges contemplating the development

of a foreign language and area studies program should ask themselves

some very hard questlons. First to be considered Is the relationship

of area studies to the basic educational goals of the institution.

More specifically, this boils down to the question: Bow can area

studies be made an effective part of the overall programs of interested

students? The key here is to avoid the kind of area study that would

leave the student without a grounding in the Western tradition and

without sound training in a departmental discipline.

Several approaches are possible. At Columbia, if the

student elects to major in Oriental Studies, he can choose one of

three major areas of interest: the Far East (China and Japan), South

Asia (India and Pakistan), or the Near and Middle East. Be is required

to take twelve points of basic courses in a department, sixteen points

in an Asian language, and twelve points in courses on the area (but

six of these must be within the department whose discipline he has

chosen), and, finally, a seminar. The faculty is convinced that this

is one of the most rigorous majors in the college. Similar to this

approach is the discipline major and area study minor which is common

practice at a number of institutions. Another variation has been

adopted by the University of Kansas, where there are three undergraduate

area studies programs: Latin America, Russia and Slavic, and Bast Asia.

In this case, the student must satisfy the requirements of a discipline

major in addition to those of the area study program which has a

straw language component. H. graduates therefore with whet amounts
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to a double major. The actual organization of course work in each

of these three patterns differs only slightly. What is important

and held in common is that each seeks to avoid sole concentration

upon area courens

There are of course other practical matters to be considered.

Colleges must recognize that the number of well-trained area specialists

is scarce and is likely to remain, so for some time. Area studies

programs vill not be affect;ve unless there is adequate discipline

participation. They must also be aware of the expense involved in

providing area specialists with resources for teaching and research.

Expansion of library holdings is particularly important. In order

not to overreach themselves, colleges may wish to choose only one

area in which to develop special competence, one that includes within

its history a language that has been an important cultuve carrier.

Cooperative efforts by local groups of colleges, based upon a kind

of institutional division of labor, can help to facilitate progress

and at the same time ensure maximum use of limited resources.

Conclusion

This paper has been based upon the assumption that under-

graduate education must be developed as education for a world com-

munity. Robert M. Hutchins bow recently made this point much

better than I could ever hope to do:13

I would say that the object of all education is to
prepare all students to participate in the Civilization of
the Dialogue and that the particular object of the university
is to exemplify the dialogue and carry it further. A univer-
sity that succeeds in doing this iv a success, no matter what
else it fails to do; a university 'chat fails in this is a
failure, no matter what else it succeeds in doing.



The Civilization of the Dialogue assumes that man is
a social and political as well as a rational being. The
world is to be united bye sense of common humanity, common
destiny, common enterprise, and the warmth of human feeling.

Admitting that we cannot solve human problems, we can
work together toward their solution. We can think and think
together about how to transform knowledge into wisdom. The
body politic then becomes an organic unity of sympathy and
solidarity engaged in a common search.

The crucial problem of mankind today is posed by the
difference between the appeal to reason and the resort to
violence. Violence necessarily lies at the heart of the old
world.

Is the new world powerless to be born? I think, in
spite of all appearances, it is being born. The recognition
of our common humanity is being forced in upon us by political
and technological events. The futility and dangers of the
old world become clearer every day. The world community
exists, whethbr we know it or not. The teak is to supply
the intellectual foundations and the political institutions
necessary to the Civilization of the Dialogue.

And Professor Singer has demonstrated the basic contribution

of foreign area studies in helping us to achieve this end:
14

One ironic consequence of the growth of non-western
studies has, in fact, been to downgrade the importance of the
distinction between 'Western' and snon4eatern., For this
particular way of dividing the world has little theoretical
significance in any of the disciplines, old or new. On the
contrary, just as comparative philology and historical
linguistics brought Sanskrit and the languages of North
India closer to those of Europe, so may the newer comparative
studies discover new sources of affinity between Western and
non - Western peoples. In that case, non- Western studies will
be significant, not because they specialize in the exotic
and unfamiliar, but because they help fill in the specific
content and color of the blurred contours of a human nature
that is universal,

Colleges must make all their Students aware that they live

in a world community and help them to understand what this means, and

at the same time they must begin to provide a small but growing body

of students with the kinds of specialised competence that can help

solve the problems that face mankind.
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parentheses be put around it which can be opened later as a
fuller picture emerges, he knows full well that there will
never be time at the end of the course to deal individually
and exhaustively with all the questions thus held in abeyance.
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At least, the most I have ever been able to eo is take a few
such comparative problems, analyze them with the students,
see how many of the relevant questions could be answered on
the basis of their accumulated knowledge, and what kinds of
inquiry and evidence would be needed to deal with those that
remained."

Nilton Singer, "The Asian Civilizations Program at the University
of Chicago in Boardman, 2g. cit., pp. 25-32.

1°de Mary and Embree, 22,, cit., p. xiii.

111 am using the term "area studies" here in the meaning of a broad,
multi-disciplinary approach to a given area, combined with
competence in the language (a) of that area.

121 have avoided discussion of the languages problem. I refer the
reader to gaderaduateInstia......2stioninCrind
Area Studies;rtecommendation and report of gt conference held
at Princeton University, October l2-13. 7,964.

13ftbert 1.14 Hutchins, "First Glimpses of s Nev World," Saturday
Review. (December 40 1965), pp. 35, 93.

Milton Singer, The Annals, p. 44.
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I believe the garvarg authorities would have been well
pleased, for the sake of completeness, to have added a
Buddhist, a Moslem, and a Catholic scholastic to the
philosophical faculty, if only suitable sages could have
bean found, house-trained, as it were, and able to keep
pace with the academic machine and t attract a often-
<lent number of pupils. But this official freedom was
not true freedom, there was no happiness in it. A slight
smell of brimstone lingered in the air. You might think
what you liked, but you must consecrate your belief or
your unbelief to the common task of encouraging everybody
and helping everything on.

--Santayana

My assignment is to produce a paper which will contain or at

least engender "philosophical" discussion of the goals and methods of

non-Western area studies at school and college levels, The safe and

orderly tactic would be to survey the sizable bibliography on the sub-

ject, identify inconsistencies and problems, and endorse with caution,

the more common-sensical options. My acquaintance with the "literature,"

however, is not secure and comprehensive enough, nor am I wise enough,

to pin blue ribbons, to evaluate alternatives, to assuage guilt, to

reaffirm faith. I am therefore driven to the academic ploy of return

to first principles reexamination of premises, clarificatioil of terms.
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I. The West and the Best

It is ell accepted that "Western" and "non-:Western" are

woefully inadequate rubrics for a dichotomy of the modern world, and

that their sole value is as euphemisms for the invidious "development"

polarity. As a "Latin Americanist"--indeed as a native of "America"

I am little bothered by arbitrary or irrelevant nomenclature that serves

a practical function. Howeveralso as a Latin AmericanistI am aware

of a special irony in the fact that "my" vegion is lumped, somewhat

apologetically, with the non-West. The point is not that Latin America

is in some intermediate category because of its mestizo and Atto-American

components or its halftly-house economic development. The point is that

Latin America is Incorrigibly "Western." What makes it such a riddle

for us is not the ritual cannibalism of the Tupinambt Indians or its

corporativist strategies for development, but the fact that nothing in

American culture and very little in American pedagogy--prepares us to

understand the social philosophies of those eminently Western think;as

Aristotle and St. Thomas Aquinas.

In other words I challenge two notions: (1) that the American

educational establishment now Competently purveys the premises of the

"Western" heritage and is therefore ready to take on the remaining

1world civilizations; (2) that what "Western" operationally means is

judeo-Ureco-Latin-Christian. I find it hard to reconcile the state-

ment that our "educational horizons" now embrace "the heritage that

ve derive from Greek philosophers, Hebrew prophets and post-renaissance

scientists "2 with the statement that: "The trinity of Greek, Latin

and mathematics was firmly established in colonial America not to be

disestablished until after the Revolution."3 It is little short of
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impudent to affirm that the "liberal tradition in our education"

wee "born of Hellenic thought, strengthened by the Roman and Judeo-

Christian heritage, rediscovered in the high Middle Ages, and re.

emphasized by the humanistic revival of the Renaissance."4 How much

more refreshingly honest is Santayana: "In academic America the

Platonic and Catholic traditions bad never been planted; it was only

the Calvinistic tradition, when revived in some modern disguise, that

could stir there the secret cord of reverence and enthusiasm.".5

What is mostly meant by West and non-West, then, is "Protestant"

and "non-Protestant"--or if "non-Protestant is too deprivetive, we

might call them the Lonely Crowd and the Communitarisn Societies. Such

a division identifies the archetypal role of the United States and cuts

Europe to accord England her reluctant partnerehip, Germany her accus-

tomed schizophrenia, Denmark her showcase function, and Catholic France

(Calvin's homeland) her coveted marginality.

If one were to chart some historical moments of American con-

cern with self-knowledge and the wider world--to include perhaps

Jonathan Edwards, Jefferson, the Transcendentalists, and some moderns

(Hutchins, Conant, Kerr, Hiesman, at al.)--it is by no means certain

that these would fall in an ascending parabola from parodhialiem to

mature and cosmopolitan world involvement. One might even say that

in recent generations our "educational horizons" have contracted within

the horizons of the Western heritage. Our very origins were of course

sectarian=but it was a Protestantism defiant toward, perplexed by,

grappling with other traditions. If America ever did cast off from

history and the world, it is more likely that thie happened in the late

19th century than in the 17th or the 18th. Pedagogical attemitt-of



the recent past to restore communion with our deeper history through

meditation upon "great books" have the same preciosity and anti-

septic piety which characterize the contemporary insistence upon

"integration" of non.Western studies "Only when such offerings form

a coherent whole can the institution be said to have established a

program of non.4estern studies."6

A premise in much of the promotional literature about foreign

area studies in our schools and colleges is that the United States,

after long isolation from the world and immersion in domestic concerns,

has now assumed the mantle of world leadership and must overhaul or tool

up its educational system in unprecedented ways to meet its new Obliga-

tions. Such a view of our past is highly condescending. It also

inhibits us from looking to our own national history for cues, and

encourages us to resort to improvisation, gimmickry, scientism, and

organizational legerdemain. I confess my ingenuous enthusiasm for

Paul Goodman's contrast between Jefferson's stress upon an educational

quest to determine national Eels and Dr. Conant's stress upon bar-

°easing education to preestablished national goals.

It would be a mistake, then, to isolate the status of area

studies as "the problem." Why is it that despite a rising tide of

surveys and analyses of the place of non-Western studies in :curricula,

the overviews of our educational establishment (Conant, Goodman) make

almost no reference to the need and strategies for new cross-cultural

commitments? So far does this go that one of our most distinguished,

educational leaders contributes to a committee report on The University

and World Affairs and, in the same year, publishes a book of his own,

Excellence, which, though largely concerned with American education,

leaves the international horizon virtually unmentioned.
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If there are serious questions in 'the air about the American

educational establishment itself, our primary concern should not be

merely with nonWestern studies and the options of tacking them on,

infusing them, or integrating them at school and college levels,

Insofar as we are defining purposes and not procedures, we are really

asking: Is this the proper moment for the rest of the world to become

visible to us? The question seems rhetorical. But when we recall

that the traditional Protestant way of handling uncomfortable or alien

situations is to declare them invisible (Ralph Ellison's "invisible man";

non-recognition of China), we find ourselves before an important spiri-
tual or at least psychotherapeutical challenge. Here are some questions

which this 'big one unlocks:

(1) A large majority of youths who pass through the American

educational. establishment, including those who reach the doctoral
level, do so without significant, sustained exposure to the history
and culture of three-fourths of the world. Is this mere ovirsight,
or does it reflect a powerful foreshortening of educational philosophy?

(2) If we assume a homogeneous, econotnienlly successful nation

with a large population and area and no history of threatening neigh-

bors on its borders (I presume that the U. S. alone meats this defini-

tion, though Australia meets most of it) ".-is it possible for such a

nation to develop sophistication toward alien cultures by reform of its

doisstic school system?

(3) Education presumably deriVes from the sensitive examination

Of aja- piece of experience. If this be so, then the claim that American

schools give an education awe beoeuie of insufficient ,attention to



the non-Western world should be restated as en accusation that American

Studies and Western Civilization are now badly taught. Do American

Studies programs seriously consider the "American" experience of a

score of other New World countries? Is Western Europe made present to us

as anything more than "backg ound" and "influences"? Does the study of

Germany and England go much beyond conventional offerings in history,

literature, and philosophr Do we explore the social anthropology of

France? A. recent declaration that Western European studies are a

legitimate preserve for area-studies philanthropy might charitably be

interpreted as recognition of these deficiencies. Be that as it may,

the message to pressure groups for non-Western studies is that their

cause is less than hopeful until the dog of parochialism leaps from

the manger of Western studies...where eventually, the non- Western

horse must feed.? To make the point differently: It would try ma

sorely to decide whether it is more important to restore Greek to the

central curriculum or introduce the study of Indonesian politics. But

just as it seems improbable that the former would occur simply as the

result of a classicists-of-the-vorld unite movement, so is it unlikely

that the latter would occur, in any meaningful fashion, simply from the

lobbying of non-Western pressure groups.

(0 We have stumbled on the central. pedagogical implication of

non tern studies. We are no longer asking bow best to smuggle

these studies into standard curricula now that we are convinced of

their use and respectibilit. We are instead saying that the only con.

ceivable justification for smuggling them in is that they serve as a

Trojan horse for educational Yyeform (which might, like the recent

"general education" movement, be effective for a generation or so).

It matters little that acouJilestera course content be taught. As Paul



Good =n bows said, we are presumably to teach young people, not subject
4

matter.

Our non-Western specialists are important to us not because

they penetrate Oriental mysteries or predict Carribbean surprises but

because they angle into subject matter freshly. They recognize no

pecking order or couvartmentation of echo. <Lcrly disciplines, no walls

between Great Traditions and popular or folkloric ones. This produces

a good deal of cent about "integrated" and "interdisciplinary" programs

But it also shows up our Newborn" specialists as performing largely

curatorial functions.8

The real use of non4estern studies is their motion and

intellectual shock. If this shock were now being provided by American

Studies that is, if our students sere experiencing their own culture

as forei the situation would be propitious Imfacto for non-

Western studies to find their proper curricular nest without elabqrate

strategies and apologies. To put it the other way, only when American

culture is so experienced will we know that non-Western studies have

found their nest.

III. The Universities

As a loyal academic I should at some print grove into a pious

statement about the efficacies of "education," and the livether role

of universities in pioneering new fields of knowledge end transmitting

fresh orientations to the school system and the public bureaucracies

The more one reflects on it, however, the more one suspects that our

own educational eetabl,iehment functions little dif erently from those

which we are so quick to criticize in foreign lends That is, it

celebrates the national culture more than it innovates, it harnesses



aptitudes more than it nurtures dissidence, it is a rock to be pried

more than a lever for change. To, judge by some nostalgic accounts

the first and lest great age of the universities was the 13th century.

Since then whole generations, even centuries, have elapsed in the

Bn lish-speaking world when universities were in quarantine against

intellectual ferment and leadership,9

American universities, often ensconced on comfortable land

grants, have been singularly docile in taking leads from the federal

government. They never bite the hand that feeds; at best they glower

a moment "before eating. They dutifully produce atom bombs and Tagalog

speakers When the chill winds of McCarthyism blow from Washington,

they philosophically hunch their shoulders against them. When the

calls to New Frontiers and Great Societies are issued, they respond

with cautious sympathy.

For generations be large, well established American univer-

ides have been tending discreet flames on the hearths of non-Western

scholarship. The fact that the fires are now being :rolled sufficiently

to cast modest warmth is owing to efforts from extra-university sources:

SSW, ACIS, the foundations, the government: Given the circumspection

of the donors and the diffused focus of university administrations,

there le no immediate prospect that whole academic edifices will

"catch fire" from these freshly stoked hearths However, we must

not lose eight of our proposition that non- Western studies maybe a

Trojan horse for sweeping educational reform. And we must face up

to every implication of the fact that extra-university, agencies, are

carpentering the horse.

For at least two reasons the university cannot be expected

to generate, unassisted, the educational revolution 'which the non-Western



impact shows, it to stawi in need of academic promotion pro-

cedures tend to purge aggressiveness from policy formation. That is,

most establishments (business, foundations, federal bureaucracies) draw

their leaders from tenured, routinized strata and piece them in pre-

carious policy' positions where they must "show their stuff." Univer-

sities give tenure to those in precarious lover strata once they have

shown their stuff. Academic programs might take sudden jolt forward

if their directors were deprived of tenure and given triple salaries.

A second point is that universities are less able than other

establishments to hierarchize or orchestrate disparate or antithetical

goals. A business firm or a TV station rarely searches its soul before

the me imum profits--public service dilemma. A university, bogged down

in duties and pieties, seems impotent before such real or alleged

dichotomies as research- .teaching, education--training, pure scholar-

ship--sid to the underdeveloped, sympathy for the nou-West--counsel for

the Pentagon. It is almost defenseless against this type of shotgun

blast:

At the colter of these new educatiotnal demands,
more pressing because they often coincide with the policy
goals of our government, stands the American university.
It is challenged to net the needs of our can people for a
tar better knowledge and understanding of others. It is
challenged at the same time to help meet the needs of
emerging natiems for the 4 eatlon and rapid improvement
of whole educational systems.

Whether the rapid technological and social development
upon which nations insist will take place by totalitarian
regimentation or in conditions rat growing individual freedom
and responsibility is a crucial question of our times. It
is an educational question as well at a social, economic
and political question.10

In these two brief paragraphs the university is summoned to the follow

ins, probably incompatible tasks: (1) to further 4L, e. policy goals,
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(2) to give Americans a better understanding of other peoples, (3) to

help other nations to "emerge," (4) to help other nations emerge along

non-totalitarian paths.

The need to clarify ground rules for government-university

cooperation became apparent at a recent conference on Latin America

where the government and academic sectors commingled. The former led off

with a well rounded, self-consistent, and, we thought, quite wrong-

headed explication and defense of Washington's Latin American policy.

Somehow the r..cademics instead of replying properly, were thrown back

on a disjointed and apologetic statement of their "role." What went

unsaid, unfortunately, wee that a prime function of universities is to

nurture our only groups of spokesmen whose constituencies are the

peoples of other societies. By spokesmen I do not mean salesmen of

this or that brand of exotic leftism. I mean persons who have sympa-

thetic commitments to another culture in its entirety, vhc respond to

the prersures of its past, the logic of its history, the exigencies of

its present, the limits and turbulence and promise of its future.

It is by now apparent that my bias is more toward recovery

of wisdom than toward advancement of science. I am skeptical of the

deification of "Research.' I am chilled by the matter -of -fact, state-

ment that American social ecientieta,

who bad paid little attention to the non - 'Western world, ware
now 5.9140y beginning to realize that data on all signifi-
cant *mole ies in the world were important to the theoreti-
cal growth of their disciplines. Generalizations should be
based on as broad a range of comparable data as possible .11

I am romantic enough to see the publication of Bakluyt's gladrah

laTigetions as culturally more generous in its day than the creation of
data banks for Berea and Chile in our ova. I IMI naive enough to vonatir
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whether the 146 graduate language and area programs at 61 universities

are nourishing the kind of sensibility which produced Pbrster's

India.Passa®a to

From this parti E11 let ue recapitulate what I take as optimum

goals for non4estern studies programs that should inform university -

government negotiations:

(1) Pedagogical. To educate American youth to participate in

their own culture.

(2) Tactical. To serve as beachheads for broad academic reform.

(3) Representational. To provide mature, permanent constitu-

encies for foreign cultures and societies (not political regimes) within

our country.

To these I would add: (4) International liairn. It is high time

that American universities inserted themselves into an international

university communAty. This means primary networks of cooperative,

reciprocally acting, non-competitive institutions which absorb tho,

basic costs of liaison into their normal financing. Saturation assis-

tance operations, academic rivalries for research monopolies and foreign

operations platforms, limitation of exchange to "area kpecialists,"

and American campus enclaves overseas are generally not congruent with

a mature liaison program.12

These four goals have at least the virtue of mutual compatibility.

It is in subordination to them that I would hope to see academic

concertmasters orchestrate the secondaFy motifs of bard-nosed research;

advancement of science; massive tedhnical-assistance operations; main-

tenance of data and talent banks as a netilnel "resource"; professional

or semi-professional training of diplomats, technical consultants, iner-

national lawyers and businessmen, journalists, and secret agents.

li
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is clear that It universities approach the traditional

strongholds of government concern with international affairs under this

tour-point banner, they will be turned back. The four goals are

irrelevant--and at least one antitheticalto the usual interests of

the State- Defense axis But happily our government is not a uni-

splendored thing. The Peace Corps (which breaks up the cloistered

university grind), the Fuibright-Hays program (a Trojan horse within

State, which insists that traveling otudentp enroll in foreign univer-

sities), and perhaps the science and new humanities foundations are

all university allies and even catalysus for university removation.

But the real burden of mediating between educational goals and national

goals is being assumed by the mushrooming Office of Education --which

declares education itself to be a national goal. To appreciate the

implications of this new federal commitment to education one need only

contrast the ideology-free aims of OE's area centers and summer

institutes with State's impudent scheme to create or reupholster a

chain of "Inter-American universities" throughout Latin Merida.

The educational establisbment needs to assess fully the

significance of the battle line drawn between State and OE. Even so

circumspect a document as en Education and World Affairs report

Observes apprehensively:

Relation between CU Bureau wf Educational and Cultural
Affairs, Department of State and the Office 46f Educatiog
have long been marked by con.croverey . . It is probably
unraaliatic, though tempting, to believe that the air might
be Cleared by discussions clued at formal agreement on basic
policies. 13

It is not in the interests of eiluoators to remain neutral in this battle

of the commissars.
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IV. Some Trial Baloons

Languages.

I am not one who wrings his hands over American monolinguiem,

for it has not been my experience that Englishmen, Frenchmen, and

Spaniards are significantly more venturesome than we in linguistic matters.

Moreover, I assume that the main question has nothing to do with

mobilizing special knowledge and techniques for teaching exotic languages.

This might be critical in Brazil or Turkey, but not in the nation best

equipped for technifying pedagogy and the storage and dissemination of

knowledge. Finally, I assume that linguistic achievement is sharply

conditioned by environment. Several years ago I vas invited to lead

a sixth-grads class in a school in Curacao. These were students whose

native tongue was Pepiamento but who had received all their instruction

in Dutch from the first grade on. Since I knew neither language,

asked them to translate sight passages among three tertiary languages:

French, English, and Spanish. This they did with unusual ease, and

some, who planned to study in Europe, were even embarking on German.

The pre-college years are ideal for language study, and one

is heartened by reports of current success with Russian and Far Eastern

tongues at this level. There are limits, however, to how far pedagogical

and technological ingenuity can go in creating a climate of motivation.

The sUbstitution of mimetic techniques for paradigmatic analysis threatens

to purge the last vestige of intellectual challenge from language

learning. One is saddened to see one's graduate students yearning to

plunge into omnivorous reading but forced to intone aimless colloquialisms

in the languege lab, as though condemned to endless confession of

linguistic sin in the isolation of an electronic confession box.
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In short, the taylorization of language teaching is no sub-

stitute for cultural involvement. Private duty and national need are

meager incentives to learning.

2. The Wholeness of Teaching.

I admit to some distress at the occasional suggestion that

introductory area studies programs be "pushed back!' into the high

schools. When this began happening with General Education or Western

Civ courses it seemed to betray weariness on the part of colleges and

lack of inventiveness for self-confidence) on the part of schools. We

should make sure that students will not be subjected to a repetitive

and never-deepening series of integrated introductions to "civilizations"

from the ninth grade through the I.A.

In my ignorance of the ways of pedagogy I must rely for simple

guidelines on Whitehead's three stages of romance, precision, and

generalization. The stage of romance capitalizes on the " "freshness of

inexperience"; it provides "plenty of independent browsing amid first-

hand experiences, involving adventures of thought and action."

ryir block in the assimilation of ideas inevitably arises
when a discipline of precision is imposed before a stage
of romance has run its course in the growing mind. There
is no comprehension apart from romance.

Unfortunately I have no clear notions of how to, institutionalize

"romance" in school curricula. It does seem, though, that the 'social

sciences, which figure so prominently in "area programs," are appropriate

only very selectively at this level. It is a truism that intellectual

response to and grasp of the social sciences develop much later than for

the buaanities and natural sciencesusually not until after the as

at vbitth Practitioners certified as "doctors '



As I cent about for alternatives to high school courses on

African history and chaperoned discussion groups on Viet Nam policy,

it occurs to me that it night be refreshing to subsidize a large
invasion of creative talent-- writers, artists, musicians, actors, dancers
--from foreign lands into our high schools. They :would be persons with-

out the pedigrees or specialism or academic docility or knowledge of

English required by universities--or else persons whom it would be a

pity to incarcerate as artists-in-residence for the rarefied pleasure
of a few graduate students. This would not be a hand-me-down college

program, but something better--more vital and unpredictable --than colleges

dare sponsor, Each guest would be received without fanfare by a school,
given his or her atelier, music room, or book-lined study, oriented to
the cultural facilities of the city or community. The visitors would

have no formal teaching duties. A few curious students would make

overtures. There would be linguistic challenges. Impromptu and unor-

thodox language classes would develop. The artist would begin to teach,

tutor, or perform in his medium. Through that medium, and in a hundred

Other ways, he would begin to create impressions, arouse curiosity,

transmit knowledge and skills, communicate a new style of life, a

different view of the world a common humanity. Some visitors would

be a fiasco--as indeed are many courses and programa. Others might

stay a year, two years, even a ltfetime.

Quite obviously, I find it hard to translate pedagogical'inno-

vation into curricula, course content, and teacher-traing programs.

I keep thinking of eller)! who would innovate, embody wisdom and broad

experience, and serve, in Aristotle' s phrase, as. ,utitodela for action,"

C leirly such persons must be produced domestically as veil as imported.
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I would set as a goal the recruitment of one or more teachers for

each school who would individually represent one or more foreign cultures

as their "constituency." They would have each their own disciplinary

interests, but an important part of their education would be the "area

studies" background which has become unacceptable as a pedigree for

university careers. I would imagine them to be wiser, more rounded,

more steeped in a foreign culture than college teachers of the same

age group. They would be concerned with transmitting a sense of the style

and excitement and wholeness of other cultures. They would often travel

abroad, usually with small groups of students whose enthusiasms had

been touched. They would not be "specialists." Indeed their presence

would be a rebuke to the shocking trend of teacher specialization that

now reaches even into elementary schools. Their opportunities, responsi-

Militias, and prestige might be more enviable than those of most college

teachers.

The recruitment and education of these teacher-counselors

should not be left loosely to area studies programs. The task demands

the leadership of speciiic groups of scholars who combine intellectual

focus with breadth of outlook. On the basis of my own experience with

general education rrograms (and at the rick of being intolerably

invidious) I will venture that anthropologists, Philosophers, and

historians might be three kinds of scholars who would most folly com-

prehend the implications of the challen ge. and whose idees and talents

might be tapped to address it successfully.

The Educational Chute.

The public school which my children attend no longer has Grades

II, and It ban fifteen layette" Instead, Children are
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now ieuured, graded, and sorted like eggs as they roll. down tie
educational chute. The Grade A Jumbos who reach the end and drop into

the liberal arts Ph. D box ideally complete the descent (t) at age 24

or 25. Ohioan an educational experience other than schooling has

intervened, these persona will lack the assurance and wisdom needed to

analyze foreign mind-eets and social systems The one frantlx! year or

doctoral research in Cairo or Quitorelearn a language, getting sick,

pacifying a wife and children,l4 desperately redefining and truncating

a, thesis topic under sudden anxieties about professional fiascohardly

qualifies as a remedial experience.

Zle rationalization and speed-up of schooling, unless corrected

for, increasingly divcrces students from life. It is a subcategory of

the broader process described by Casairer as the rationalization of our

symbolic universe. "Physical reality seems to recede in proportion as

man's symbolic activity increases. Instead of dealing with things them-

selves man is in a sense constantly conversing with himself."

The antidote to speed-up, testing, sorting, and electronic

teaching is periodic surcease and exposure to the world. Here again

the federal government comes to the rescue with the Peace Corps and

military service (although it is precisely the dread of military service

that forces many to tighten their grip on the academic vine). The Peace

Corps seems by end large a most salutary innovation (although one for-

lornly wishes that It might have had en inter-university origin); per-

hope its main shortcoming is that it dime not recruit substantially from

the undergraduate and school levels. I am told by persons who have

compared Peace Corpsmen (specifically, these who are recent college

graduates without professional training) and Britisb, Overseas Volunteyrs



working in the same environment bat the tter turn out better.
Because they are younger they arrive with re linguistic aptitude,

more openmindednees, less ideology, lees anxieanxiety about their subsequent

care re. They have no rhetorical ideas aboat ''.community development";

they are better prepared to start off with a humble manual task and to

let any larger contributions develop naturally in context.

What I am driving at is that the glass brick walls of chool-
rooms need Lot a prison make Youths in their teens as well as in

their twenties should be periodically thrust out of the inexorable

school system and into life. (The Deveyan alternative of re-creating

life-experience in the schools no longer seems feasible.) There are

many opportunities for travel, work, and community involvement in our

own country--beyond jobs as summer lifeguards. In the great homogeneity

of America, however, one has to be a bit .yore ingenious to identify

contexts for inter-cultural exposure. Ard even if such ingenuity is

taxed to the utmost, it seems clear that high school students will have

to be exported in appreciable numbers for cross-cultural inoculation

if the study of foreign cultures at the college-university level is to

have anything other tb,n a hothouse growth.

It will be objected that if elite corps of graduate students

are already causing "problems" and tripping over each other in foreign

capitals, what will happen when planeloads of high school juniors are

dumped in the streets of New Delhi? The answer is that graduate students

are encouraged by their mentors--and by fellowship programs which

require "significant" research --to locate in the capitals and imperiously

demand access to massive research facilities, consultation with the

boat country's halt down lauding icholarie, and impunity to pry into



the most sensitive *epees of nations]. policy for rtion. Small

bonder that the fifty or hundred graduate students in Rio have become

so agglutinated, and even formally organized. It is surely not on

quantitative grounds that a country of eighty million people finds

this nulber of Americana to be indivstible

We need not examine here the many headaches-- lo gistical,

organizational, political.. -which the deployment in small detachments

of thousands of high school students in the small towns of other

countries would pose. But the goal needs to be stressed. One Wive

that young Americans might at that age more easily lean, to live and

move izicalamtellayin onother culture, to accept the world's diversity

as naturalovto appreciate that fellow man is an end and pot * means,

to distinguish between a friend and a "respondent."

N

life conquered all the Indians that came within his sight,
And he looked around for more when he was through."

--Traditional college song.

2Aeaociation of American Colleges, Non-western Studies in the Liberal
Arts College (Washington, 1960,1712.

3Ibid. p. 19.

423111421g9.9.111.91affeirs (New Yore, 1964), pp. 669

5George Santsyana, Character and 0 inion in the United States ( riew

York, n.d.), p. 40.

6,

Association of American Colleges, cit*, p. 56.

7A Romance Language chairman at a leading Eastern university recently
expressed shock at my suggestion that his department offer a
course on African and Caribbean literature in French.

eibe subversive potential of the non4estern language and area center
has aot gone unperceived in the Office of Education: "Its ultimate
effect may well be to so revitalize and reinvigorate the liberal
arts that they may once again become a dominant force in our nationallife." Donald N. Bigelow, "The Center -Concept end the Changing
Curriculum," Hither fiducetion (July 1962 * 8.
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9
In our society the cues to self-knowledge tend to emanate from the

literary- artistic rather than the academic community. Universities
shrewdly perceive this, and do what they can to appropriate and rou-
tinize creative talent. In Lath.% America, on the other hand, I sus-
pect that: (1) the literary community has lower specific gravity
than our own, and (2) the universities, for all their archaism and
dewogogy, have more potential for cultural renovation than our own.

141The Only city and Worl Affairs (New York, 1961), p. 1.

George E. Taylor, "The Leadership of the Universities," The American
Academy of Political and Social. Science, The Annals, vol. 356
(Nov. 1964), 3.

A leading Latin American sociologist writes of American social
scientists in Latin America:

"(a) they produce an accumulation of data, irrelevant
for the knowledge of the social structure of the
region or its different national societies;

(b) they do not contribute all that would be necessary
and possible to the development of autonomous thought
and the formation of higher personnel for social
research;

(c) they do not increase or facilitate the creation of a
'universe of communication' among Latin American
institutions and sociologists; on the contrary,, they
distort it."

Jorge Graciarena, "Some Considerations on International Co-operation
and the Recent Development of Sociological Research in Latin America,"
paper for the International Conference on Comparative Social Research
in Developing Countries, Buenos Aires, 7-16 Sept. 1964.

12In more skeptical woments I vender whether the U.S. academic outcry
over the Camelot fiasco was less on grounds of principle than out
of fear that dozens of private academic "Camelots" were threatened.1 U. S. Office of Education: A Dew International Dimension (New York:
Education enurliarEffirariX457171X=

14Because of larger fellowships or a rising level of libidinality early
marriage is becoming universal tor graduate students. For a doctoral
researcher on his first trip abroad I can imagine no more impene-
trable curtain between him and the foreign culture then a wife,
46*(10.1411y the liberals understanding sort. Travel awards should
include financial penalties rather then allotments for dependents.


